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ALHUQ UERQUE,

VOLUME 20

BOLIVAR'S DREAM

GOVERNMENT

RAMSAY HAS

FRIDAY EVENING, AUUUST 17. 190(3.

NEW MEXICO.

DIRECTORS

PREPARED

A NEW PLAN

DECLARED

THE CHICAGO
TO BEGIN

BIG DIVIDENDS

EXHIBITION

AT CHELSEA

Y

New York to Chicago Only On Standard Oil Cases and
Nine Have Been Selected
SI 50.000.000 Are Needed
For The Jury.
Has Foreign Backing.
PACIFIC HAS

REMARKABLE

RANK

T HO

FOR RAILWAY

THE UNION

NUMBER 199

TRIAL

IMMEDIATELY

OF CRIME

State of Massachusetts-E- x
aminer Ewer Is Appointed
the Receiver.

San Francisco Boys Confess

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

LEADER OF THE

to Robberies Which
Led to Murder.

B0RR0WEDJXCESS1VELY

6AN6 WAS

ONLY SIXTEEN YEARS OLD

Which Produces Great Rush In Standard Oil's Drop In Price Will
Stop Operations In the
Wall Street to Buy AH Its Stock
Indian Territory.
On the Market.

Many Small Tradesmen Are Singular Case of Woman's Body
Ruined Completely--To- o
Much
Found Near Santa Monica and
Realestate Speculation.
Identified Anonymously.

Chicago, Aug. J7. Federal officials
Joseph Ram- - believe
tney will be able to start on
Wa
the
sev. Jr.. former president of
Investigation cf .relations of cer
the
city
bash railroad, arrived in this
i
oovoral fl - tain railroads with the Standard Oil
.nn.U

Wtauhlngton,
Aug. 17. The coma
troller of the currency has received a
teiegram irom National Bank Examln
er Ewer that the First National bank
of Chelsea, Mass., was closed by ac
tlon of the directors. Examiner Ewer
appointed a receiver. The failure Is
reported to be due to large and ex
cessive loans to officers and directors of the bank. A statement of the
resources and liabilities June 18. 1906
shows loans and discounts to be $1,- U8,5St; cash on hand, 157,379; capital stock, $300,000; deposits, $679,729

New York, Aug. 17
l.
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uuituuii y. mi ne law requires
minimum tn aixieen grmiu jurors
"c
PaneL 0vernpay 10 make "P
declared that tiWoow
attornevs nrefer to
hleh'Sfor the construction of a double track
U
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the A- New York,

enterprise,
railroad
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would
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between New York and Chicago, and
said: "Our proposed line Is 65 miles
be- shorter than the Pennsylvania
tween Pittsburg and New York. Bur- -
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tv iluuooco
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Ne4 York Cleveland and before the first grand
mile r Bhoie
than t
Jury in Chicago last week will be sub- Central and 185 mile, shorter than
the Erie. Our maximum grades east
bound are twenty feet per mlle I
throughout the route, while the Penn- - STANDARD SQUEEZING
sylvanla grades up the western siope
uui upposition
Tulsa. I. T., Aug. 17. Robert f.nl- are sixty feet to the mile."
Mr. Ramsey, while admitting tnai herath, one of the largest oil operators
he has foreign financial backing, still in the territory, was quoted yester- refuses to disclose the nature oi me- aay as saying that a three cent
or the names of his associ- tion In oi. made by the Standord Oil
ates. The line, he believes, will be company will have the effect of ston- ping operations in that field.
constructed in three years.
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MARYLAND

TO NEW ZEALAND
TO BE TRAFFIC MANAGER
Vancouver TV f! ini 17 v. S

GOES

Cranford. for the past few'vears aeent
of the Union Steamship company in
Boston, sailed today on the turbine
liner Maheno for Sydney, Australia,
to assume the position of traffic man
ager f'r his company at Wellington,
New Zealand, to which port he waa
recently appointed.

IS THAT READING

EXAGGERATED

President Is Investigating the Asks the South Not to Erect
Case-MexiMonument to Former
Laborers
General Wirz at
Can't Be Imported.

to The Evening Citizen.
tt Special
Soccrro. N. M., Aug. 17. At
the preliminary hearing yester- t
of Richard Queen the latter
t day
waived examination and was
t

can

-

"4

re- -

t

4 manded to jail to

f

walt the ac- tlon of the grand jury. Ball will
Dwight Craig's
be fixed later.

tnat the case against

S him is very weak.

Minneapolis, Aug. 17. Chances are
Oyster Bay, Aug. 7. A nit8age
of
citizens in growiug less that ihe encampment of
u committee
Brownsville, Texas, requesting that the Grand Army will take any action
the negro troops wn; committed the en either question of the abolishment
from old soldiers
outrage there last .Monday night he of the canteen
replaced by white troops, was re- - homes or the proposed erection offtheceived by President Hooseve'.t today, monument to Henry Wirz i ne cornHe at oiice referred the dispatch to'mtuee on resolutions was In session
the war department with the request last night but did not prepare any
that an Immediate leport on the mat- statement on either question. In conter be made to him. He will take no vention the Ladies of the Grand Army
action upon the committee's request project to purchase H.cLean house at
pending the receipt of a report from Appomattox, where Lee surrendered
to Grant and present It to the govthe war iepartment.
ernment as a peace memorial, was
unaulinously endorsed.
M EXICAN LABORERS
,
CAN NOT BE IMPORTED
Object to Wirz Monument.
Washington, Aug. 17. Acting AtThe encampment today passed a
torney General Chaa. H. Robb today resolution providing thut Its
rendered an opinion to the effect that
with
communicate
Mexican laborers could not 'be Im- General S. D. Lee, commander of the
ported into Texas under contract for Southern Veterans association
and
work on railroads la that state and express the hope that the erection of
other public construction work, and a monument to Henry Wirz, near An- that men heretofore so admitted must der8onvllle prison, be not attempted
be retunred to Mexico.
The question of deprecating the passage by congress of a law abolishing
HALF MILLION ACRES
the canteen In old soldiers' homes
WITHDRAWN FROM ENTRY was tabled.
Saratoga Next Place,
Washington, Aug 17. The secre-- I
tary of the interior today ordered the
Saratoga was selected for the en
withdrawal from all forms entry ana,- - campment In 1907 by a deciding ma
2H acres o- - lana
in soutnwestern jorlty over Cincinnati, its only com- -

1

i

CONVENTION OF SONS AND
DAUGHTERS OF SOUTHAMPTON
Southampton, Mass., Aug. 17. The
Association of the Sons and Daughters
f Southampton is holding Its annual
minion here today. The attendance
jis large and many former Souttiamp
ton people are here to take part In
.the affair,

'

FIREWORKS FACTORY
MEN
KILLS TWENTY-ONRio Janlero, Aug. 17. A Bahia fire works factory exploded yesterday and
twenty-on- e
men were killed. Many
others were wounded.
E

REPORTS FROM

SOUTH AMERICA EARTHQUAKE

8fnMiguei;prt,t3r.
Shock Worst in Chili, Where First Ac - !;'hepro,Bed
Grand Chaplain Ireland.
forest reserve, the tract Is
Archbishop Ireland was elected
San Miguel and Dolores counties and
count Said Results Were As Bad
Includes part of the San Miguel pla grand chaplain of the order.
teau and mountains and is about
RECEIVER APPOINTED FOR
miles from Telluride.
As In San Francisco.
STENSLAND'S STORE

FE
ORDERS
GROUND
CLEARED OF ALL OBSTRUCTIONCURFEW BELL
TAKEN DOWN.

36

j

ROOT

IS NOW AT BUENOS AYRES

New 'ork. .AuS- 17. Cable advices 16, and Is the heaviest recorded in
reIx,rt ,liat tDe clty r Valparaiso, Washington since the San Francisco
Chile, has been badly damaged by earthquake."
earthquake. Many persons were killEVIDENTLY EXAGGERATED
ed and injured.
PRESS CANARDS SENT
May Equal San Francisco.
NVw York
17
Aliir
Onu r.wmrt
One report received here says that
ooi.i' That
.rtiona
the situation at Valparaiso may I,'V. which reanhort h
Ti nieht
-'
"
aa beiiuua as me oau r.auuncu u.oao- - of- Valnaralso wer h,.rnH,
"?. nunureas
or us
the!Bll ,ual lue uo"';s oi
er Practicallv
were buried in the ruins of
shy was damaged IZ there
fires residents
. i. 1 ..111!- -.
In different parts of the city.
The "
Conditions Not So Serious,
earthquake Interrupted cable facilities
The Central and South American
with lower South America. Commun- icatlon is restricted to the route via Telegraph company has
mail fnce 'n Valparaiso and
The report of large loss of
' working with that city now. ThlB
life u m.t r,.nftrii,..,t.
would seem to show that conditions
are not as serious as first reported.
WASHINGTON HAS RECORD
OF THE CHILE QUAKER NQT AMOUNT TQ
Washington An? 17. Thn weath- iuvtuiur ki a - e- t, a
er bureau today Issued the following
earthquake
London. Aug. 17.-- The
earmquake bulletin:
A very heavy shock felt at Mendoza. Areentlne. last
distant earthquake was recorded on night dli not rt.suit ln any 8erious
the seismograph at the weather bu- - consequences, according to a dispatch
reau in Washington yesterday after- company,
Keuter Telegram
noon, beginning at five minutes and t0 thei)Uenos
Ayres
from
twenty-tw- o
seconds past seven p. m ,
nrth meridian time. Complete and SECRETARY ROOT MAKES
perfect records were nlitair-r- t luith
r.OOO IMPRESSION ABROAn
north and south and east and west; Buenos, Ayres, 11 p. m., Aug. IS
movements of the earth. The earth's (Delayed). Secretary
Hoot
today
tremors at Washington were compar- - visited
places, ac
other
and
-- w.cijr
D1uvi nun ueiiueraie in motion, companied ty President Alcorta,
h
movement covering from IS to Inet ministers and diplomatic corps.
4H
seconds time. The earthquake This evening the sfcre.ary was
continuously for several hours ent at a reception given in his honor
and finally ceased at a!,out midnight, by the North American Society of the
The most violent shock occurred at Klver Plata. Mr. Root spoke m the
7:42:21! p. m.
From press
treat nrosnects for 1he futnro devfl- this Is evidently the record of the onment of the couutrv bv the invest- greui t niieun earthquake of August ment of American capital.
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SHOW FINE INCREASE SCOTCHMEN ATTEND THE
Aug.
17. Bank
San Francisco,
CALEDONIAN CELEBRATION
clearings at San Francisco show
Providence, It. I., Aug. 17. Tne
much activity In business during the thirty-sixt- h
annual celebration of the
past week. The Increase over last
Caledonian Society, which
yetr was 9 per. cent and the totals Providence
Is taking place at Rocky Point today,
wtre above $40,000,000.
'
'
haa attracted a large number of
i
Scotchmen from 'iere and the surTO ulSCUSS THE RAISE
ON CERTAIN MAIL MATTER rounding districts to the Point. As in
Atlanta, Ga.. Aug. 17. The South- former years Scottish games and
ern Trade Press Association will meet dances, and athletic and musical conhere this afternoon for the purpose tests are the principal features ot
of taking action on the proposed in- the day. The Highland Dress Assocrease in postage on certain publica- ciation Pipe and Drum band has been
tions now mailed 'at what is known engaged for this occasion, with David
Ferrier as head piper, and will furnas sec&nd class rates.
ongress recently appointed a pos- ish some of the most attractive numtal commission to take up the mat- bers on the program. A number of
ter of increasing this rate, and un- professional athletes of the United
less the papers of the country take States, Canada and Scotland will take
Bteps to protect their interests It Is part in the athletic games, which will
feared the rate of postage will be In- include the usual races and Jumping,
creased. The attendance at the meet- hammer throwing and other contests.
ing promises to be very large, as The parade which opened the celethere are not only Hundreds of mem- bration this morning was quite large
bers of the Soutnern association here, and unusually Interesting. The Britbut also many publishers of news- ish Veterans' association acted aa
papers and magazines from northern escort. The trip to Rocky Point wa
made by steamer.
and western states.
HER NIECE IS WELL AND
MUTINERS ARE HANGED
KNOWS NOTHING OF CASE
IN NORTH CAROLINA TODAY
Wilmington, N. C, Aug. 17. Arthur
Avon, N. Y., Aug. 17. A dispatch
Adams and Robert Sawyer, two of the was received today by Mrs. Herbert
three negroes convicted of mutiny Wadsworth from her niece, Miss. Nel-k- a
Smirnoff In Finland, saying that
murder on board the Phlldaelphla
schooner Harry A. Berwlnd, were ex- she is well and knows nothing of
ecuted today by hanging. Their ac- the case of Miss Smiornoff who was
complice, Harry Scott, was hanged beaten by the Chevalier guards at St.
Petersburg several days ago.
last month.

"

THE BOXER, IS
TO FIGHT

coasFTrtEerists
0pp0sechange

NEARY

pies-laste-

'

tion and business meeting, followed
Rhode Island
by an old fashioned
clam bake. The Reynolds fumlly
has long been connected with the hisdian Territory opened their annual toric Wiskford and many members of
e
bun-hencampment yesterday
Several
the faintly live ln this vicinity.
dre(1 B0Ciallsts from
two terri
tories are assembled here and will UNION VETERANS ELECT R. L.
remain here four days. Meetings will
GORMAN COMMANDER
b,e ,ht'1,'1 evt'ry, da' B"d l"0,mintI
fPaul, Aug. 17. The Union VetSt.
.
address the erans' union unanimously
iausuc speaK.-imeetings. "Mother" Jones and MaxRichard L. Gorman commander in
im Gorky were both invited to attend chief; Major General George Went-wo- r
the encampment and deliver adh, Haverhill, Mass., was named as
dresses, but were prevented from first deputy commander in chief
and
coming.
General H. H. Carr, Wichita, Kas.,
s cond deputy commander ln chief.
PILGRIMS START FOR
CANADA TO PRAY The selecou of the next place cf
meeting was left to the executive
Boston, Mass, Aug. 17. A large
niiml.,.r ,,f t.iltrrims will Ktnrt from commit' et.
here this evening under the direction CANDIDATES FOR THE
bum leauersiii
j. j. ah:- oi
MINERS' ALASKAN CONGRESS
caffery, on a pilgrimage to the shrine
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 17. Cale and
of Ste. Anne tie Beaupre, Canada, to
pray for tne Intercession of that saint. Waskey, candidates for the Miners'
The pilgrimage is undertaken annually Alaskan congress, have carried the
under the auspices of the league of Nome country, known as the second
the Sacred Heart of St. Thomas judicial uis'rict, by handsome pluralities, l.ieir election Is now conceded.
church, Jamaica Plain.
s

'

cab-eac-

Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 17. Under
the auspices of the Badger Club,
Chicago, Aug. 17. Judge Betha In
Herrera, the Mexican boxer, Is
N. H.
the United States district court yes
fight Charley xseary, the German
Plymoutn, N. H., Aug. it. The terday apiK)lnted C. Liavls, president to
evening.
Herrera and
fifth annual water carnival under the 0f the Central Trust company, recelv- - lioxer, this
Neary are to fight eight rounds, and
auspices of the New England Associa- er of the Milwaukee Avenue
Herrra is to receive $1,000 for his
tion of Amateur Athletic Unions is
store, a majority ot which is
whether he wins, loses or
being held on Asquam lake. Mount owned by President Stensland of the trouble,
fights
draw. It is believed that
Llvermore Cove tday. The list of Milwaukee Avenue State bank. The Herrera a will
put up the fight ot his
events Includes boat races fcr boys, bond of the receiver was fixed at life, and that there will
be no draw
women and men, canoe races, swim- $150,000.
this time.
ming races for boys, women and men,
iNeary and Herrera have fought
launch races a parade of decorated FAMILY REUNIONS ARE
three draws, one at the Panorama and
launches, and in the evening illumin
THE FAD OF THE HOUR one In Grand Rapids, Mich.
The
and
Ion of the
launches
Wirkford, R. I., Aug. 17. The fif- fourth time tney were to have met
,,
,
..L
PH,a
be
teenth annual reunion of the Rey- was In Butte, Mont., on July 4, of
"warded to the winners In each event. nolds
family is being held here today. last year, but the authorities stopped
began
this morning with a recep- the battle ln the first round. HerIt
IN
SOCIALISTS MEET
CITY. OKLA.
Oklahoma City, okla., Aug. 17.
The socialists tf Oklahoma and In

j

j

i

water carnival
held
PLYMOUTH,

OKLAHOMA

t.,--

the Santa Fe Is getting ready
to put that vacant "piece of ground
opposite the Alvaiado In service in
the near future is evident from the
fact that tne city was requested to
move the curfew bell that stood so
many years on the corner Just inside
t ht cuming.
The bell tower was mov-yesterday.
The fore pan of the week The
Evening Citizen announced that it
had been stated by an official of the
Santa Fe that the ground In question
was under consideration as a site for
a r ading room building.
The fact
that the company has ordered the
ground cleared of ill obstructions
eeius pteusi. ie evidence that the official quoted knew what he was talking about.
Tba-

SAN FRANCISCO

-

f'

SANTA

!

from

j

IT AWAY?

ANDEKSONVILLE OR ANY
WHERE ELSE IN SOUTH

FULLY HALF MILLION
ACKES AKE WITHDRAWN

'4

S released on his own recognizance

showing

GRAND ARMY

AT

RELEASED

ll

ROOM

OF

E

BUSINESS MEN HAVE OUTING

17. More
Md., Aug.
Tolchester.
than one thousand southern and west
ern merchants and buyers who were
attracted to Baltimore by "Merchants'
Week," are enjoying an outing here
today as the guests of the Travelers
and Merchants association of Balti
more. Most of them arrived here with
the specially chartered steamer Ann- ap:lls. while others came with the
regular boats. Extensive preparations
have been made for the entertainment
and the feeding of the visitors. To
supply them with food 5,000 hard
shell crabs, steamed and served hot.
will be ready, also 1,000 dishes of
clam chowder, 50o loaves of bread,
four barrels of crackers and pickles
enough to go round. Parson's band
is furnishing the music.

-

ASKS NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT

IS

CRAIG

W..

01,
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BROWNSVILLE

g

WELL KNOWN ACTOR DIED
UNEXPECTED dividends
CECLARED BY HARROVIAN
N NEW VORl
riTV vcrtfdpiav
.
,
executive
New York. Aug. it.-i- ne
i... U1i
"WW"! 11. .
"S.
a Qnthirn
l"c u,u"
U'UCT
HI", formerly well known actor, died
today
announced
companies
Pacific
yeBterd
was born tll Ir'elan(1
umucuus uou
UnH vhlpvo hla roniitntinn
inai ine IOHOWIUg
ho
Semi-annudividend
declared:
,0 th)s CQmy wUn mm
2 per cent on preferred and semi
Thompson, In the fifties, when he
annual dividend of 5 per cent on com toured the United
States.
mon of iae Union Pacific, and a semi
annual of 2Vi per cent on common
stock of the Southern Pacific.
The 5 per cent dividend on common PRINTERS MAKE A WEAK
stock of the Union Pacific compares
with a previous dividend of 3 per cent
on that stock. The dividend on ssoutn
UNION ON HEARST
ern Pacific common is the first ever
declared on that stock. The official
announcement says: "It Is understood
that of the dividend of 5 per cent on
Colorado Springs. Aug. 17. What
the common stock of the Union Pact
fin 5 npr rpnt in charirefl tn RiirnlUS for a time had the appearance of a
uKngurous storm cloud cvr tlie pro- earnings of the railroad and 2 per ceedings
of the national Typographic
cent to the Income from investments."
ai union convention was d sue ert to
MiiA n,,h nn Wall Rtrvrt.
The scene of excitement on the day by an agreement among the dele Stock exchange following the an- - Sates upon a compromise substitute
nouncement of the first dividend for for the resolution endorsing and com Southern Pacific common and an in- - mending Wni. R. Hearst. The com crpase of 2 oer cent in Union Pacific promise substitute, which is to be of common stock has hardly Been ierea auring tne session today, and
the memorable strug- - which is expected to pass without
gle for the. control of the Northern fight, will commend all editors who
Pacific five years ago. There was a have xerted tnemselves in behalf of
frantic rush of brokers to buy these union labor, making Incidental men
two stocks. Many held orders for lots tion of the flglit. conducted by Hearst
of 10.000 shares each. Union Pacific wun specinc mention of the Los An
rose to 179 4 In the final hour, but geles field.
fell hack from that level.

iti

ttzt-

r:

San Francisco, Aug. 17. With cool
ness and nonchalance .nat amsted th
police, Fred Peterson. Win. Mears.
Walter Westwood and Frank McAu- -.
ilffe, youths still in their teens, con
fessed that they were the quartet that
committed the series of hold ups whicht
culminated In the killing of Fred Mul- lineaux on Ocean Boulevard last Sun
day night. .
Peterson, who Is but 17 years cf ae,
admitted that he fired the shot which,
killed iMuliineaux, when the latter re
sisted robbery. Westwood. acknowl
edged to be the leader of the gang, Is.
MAY GET FIFTY CENTS
but 16 years old. He admitted that
ON THE DOLLAR he was gun holder
in other robberies.
17. The
Boston, Aug.
business and that It was Peterson's turn when
community of Chelsea was surprised Mulllneaux was held up,
when it became known that the First
National bank of that city, one of the FINDER OF BODY MAY
oldest institutions In this section of
BE THE MURDERER
the state, had been closed. Many
small tradesmen had practically all
Santa Barbara, Calif., Aug. 17.
their ready money In the bank, but Chief of Police Ross of this city re
it Is expected that relief will be af ceived word last night from the Los
forded by the Wlnnlsmet
National Angeles detective department that an
bank of Chelsea, which has offered to anonymous letter had been received
pay depositors of the First National stating that the unidentified, body ot
oO per cent of their nccounts.
It la a murdered woman found a week ago
aald that the difficulties at the bank today in a canyon near Santa Monica
were brought about by a steady trans- - was that of Mrs. Clara Armstrong of
fer of large accounts to Boston banks, this city. Horace Lawn, brother of
It Is learned also that the First Na Mrs. Armstrong, states that she left
ttonal was Involved In real estate to here about four weeks ago and that
she was engaged to marry "Posey"
the cxent of about $500,000.
Horton, who found the body.
t

Au-rell- o

rera has lost a great deal of his popularity since the fiasco with Nelson

Angeles, but he Is still a hard
hitting fighter and may be depended
upon to give a good account of himself
this time, particularly as he has a
personal grudge against Neary. As
the Eagles are holding their convention here tnis week, a large attendance at the fight is expected. According to the arrangements
with the
principals the til) per cent of the gate
receipts will be divided between them.
ati Los

THE HOOVER FAMILY
Yeoman,

HOLDS A REUNION
Ind., Aug. 17. The first

annual family reunion of the Hoover
family is being held here today. Several hundred members of the family
are In attendance. The movement to
bring about a reunion of the large
and wiilespread Hoover family was
started by John K. Hoover, who has
made the arrangements for the present reunion. It la Intended to form
an organization, and, perhaps, to incorporate It. Most of the branches
of the family are living In the middle and weotern states.

Washington. D. C, Aug. 17. Officers or the artillery corps will not
be particularly elated over the new
order which will shortly go into
relating to their work. Each year
It is the practice to issue new instructions regarding artillery practice, aa
applied to the coast of forts. The new
conditions imposes more work than
has hitherto been the case upon the
coast artil.erlsts.
They have for the last year had
one week of encampment, when officers and men left qunarters and barracks and lived at the rear of tuelr
gum under canvas.
The food waa
cooked ln the open and they lived
night and day ln the attitude of awaiting the unexpected alarm. This system was used in order to give everv
one an opportunity to see what would
uappen in time of war, when with
a small force available It would be
necessary to stay beside the guns
ready for any emergency. The post
commander arranged for sudden calls,
which was Intended to represent the
appearance of an enemy.
It was found that the work was
most proutable, and during the next
year this practice will be extended
to a period of two weeks. The time
allowed each day for other exercises
will be Increased from one and one-hahours to two hours, and the
weekly Inspection will take two days
instead of one, In order that there
may be a complete examination of the
Intricate mechanism and elaborate
exercises of coast defense armament,
together with a thorough trial of the
men in their drills.
This imposes
much more work than has been the
case, but It la regarded as necessary
by the authorities
In order to keeu
everybody up to a state of personal
efficiency, with a thorough acquaintance with the appliances of coast defense operations.
ef-fo- ct

lf

ALBUQUERQUE

.

PAGL '. 'C

TUC EVENING CITIZEN
rMUk

Weekly by

Dally

Tke Citizen Publishing Company

presence In Denver of any ana an
who desire, to participate and the ba
sis of award win he the value of the
articles writ ton about Colorado and
published from nn advertising stand- point. So here la the nenver Press

Mini

frllal

trmnamlaaloa.

throoca the

club and niay the Maverick's launch-Inhe auspicious and Its growth rapid
8nd lasting, bvery newspaperman In
the la.nd who Is included In the list of
eligible
should make an effort to
lnnd In Denver about August 27 and
If rep rts are accurate there will lie a
crowd of them ..iere.

i"i aa Meond llM natur.

Ppr of Bernalillo County

u4 City of Albuquerque.

STRIKE

PraM Aftanwo Dltpitchta.
largwt City ina1 County ClroilttlM.
Tk Urrwt New Mnlct Clrtulitloa.
largnt Nrthm AHmni Cimilttlaa.

TIMMI OF SUBSCRIPTION:
a Uik.- -.
SmS W mD, ana r
month

tMr W mH

(xr

m

U CO

.0

raar.

3tr 6y Carrier. 60c per month

TROUBLES AMONG

Sickness
Much

Easier Than

UiQ

For this reason you should
use every precaution to ward off
disease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
home and premises. We carry
a full line of antiseptics, disdeodorizers,
infectants,
and
whlcn are very valuable for
keeping sickness out of your
nome, especially during the hot
weather.
Come in and see what we
have. Buy if you want to.
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TRUST CO.

r.aONTEZUH3A
ALBUQUERQUt

Citizes Want Ads, Furnish you

New Mexico

Capita, end Surplus. $100,000

wiilh maraos

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
as low as $10 and at high as
WANTED Two dairymen; must be CEIPTS,
Loans are quickly made and
good
milkers. Matthews' Jersey 1200.
strictly private. Time: One month
Dairy.
to one year given. Goods remain In
house
general
WANTED A girl for
your possession. Our rates are reasonW.
Apply
J.
family.
to
work; two in
able. Call and see us before borrowCommerce,
Jahnson, Hank of
ing.
WANTED A good woman cook to
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
cook only one meal a day. Good Steamship tickets to and from all
cook.
parts of the world.
wages. Must be first-claRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
German or Swede preferred.
middle-age315 West Railroad Ave.
steady
WANTED A
PRIVATE OFFICES.
woman to do cooking and general
Open Evenings.
housework. Apply or addres Matthews' Jersey Dairy, Albuquerque.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
and
address
south of viaduct. Senu
LAWYERS.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
FOR RENT.
Ira M. Bond.
FOR REN i uR SALE The new
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
house at 814 South Arno St. N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Payment 112 per nrcnth. Address lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
Highlands, Citizen office.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D, Bryan.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
for light housekeeping. 418 North
que,
N. M. Office, First National
Secon d street.
house; bath Bank building.
FOR RENT A
E. W. Dobson.
electric light and other modern conATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
veniences. 024 West Tijeras ave- well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
cue.
FOR RcinT Houses; modem; 3 to 5
DENTISTS.
rooms; also store room. W. H.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
reai estate broker, 211 West
Gold avenue.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
FOR" RENT SalooTT in" good location
in city; fixtures and everything the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
ready for business. Apply to Con- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
solidated Liquor Co.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
FORSALEi
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
FOR SALE Second" hand buggy and hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:- -i p. m.; 1:30
harness; also driving pony. W. H.
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
McMillion, 211 West Gold avenue.
pointments made by mail.
In
150
head of horses
i OR SA.
DR.B. M. WILLIAMS,
g:od condition. Apply or address
17,
Nar
F. A. Gurule, room
First
Dentist.
tional Bank building, Albuquerque.
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man- dell's.
'Phone, Auto 203.
FOR SALE The furniture of a
iiouse with piano. Will sell
PHYSICIANS.
all for what piano cost. The house
Co.,
in.
Porterfleld
Close
R. L. HUST.
rent.
DR.
for
110 Gold avenue.
Office,
N. T. Arm! jo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High- FOR SALE Soda Fountain. T. J.
Frequency
Electrical
Current and
Topham.
Germicide. Treatments given each
gasoiine
FOR SACtN-'- A
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
day
from
all complete. J. F. Palmer,
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
501 North First street.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
A handsome Hardman
FOR SALE
to Eye, Ear, Nose
piano, In fine condition and almost Practice limited
, and
Throat.
new, at a bargain.
For particuOccullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
lars, call at this office.
coast lines. Office, 313
West RailMy general store. Rare road avenue.
FOR SALE
an
secure
some
one to
chance for
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
Address, P.
established business.
m.
M., Pueblltos, N. L
UNDERTAKER.
rOR SALiO A well established gen
eral merchandise store, doing good Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
business, in good country town;
A. BORDERS.
good reasons
for selling; store Commercial
Club Building. Black
building and dwelling for rent or
and White Hearse, (5.
sale. P. u. box 218.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- ,
four rooms, all newly furnished, ford. Rooms
Barnett building,
painted and papered. The best pay Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
CIVIL ENGINEER.
offer acceptable. Call or address C,
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House
J. R. Farwell.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
hope for
No one can reasonably
good digestion when the bowels are
Trios. K. D. Maddlson..
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
wardsvllle, 111., says: "I suffered from Gold avenue.
chronic constipation and stomach tru
VETERINARIAN.
blcs for several years, but, thanks to
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabDr. F. L. Schneider.
lets, am almost cured." Why not get
Office, 424 North Second streeL
a package of these tablets and get Phones Auto.. 311; Colo., Black 35.
'
well and stay well
Price 25c. Sam' Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
pies free. For sale by all druggists.

There have been few years In the
history of the United
ui, wMn paia monuiiy.
States when tnere was less time lost
through labor disaffectlons tiian durUrwtlilng Bitei Bade Known on Application ing 1905. says Mh. E. W. Parker,
of the United States Geologwfl aanfar a favor by notlfrfa na
or uw paper.
wa an7
ical survey, in at forthcoming report
iM lattaraand ramittaneaa ahoold ba addraaasd to on tne production cf coal In 1905.
tsrafta.
Tmu Oman PuauaHiNO CoHrANT.
The most serious trouble experioaaaav p Uftca and axpraaa money ordera enced last, year was in Illinois and
payaow w ua aruar ax un
was the result of the enactment of
s
what Is known as the
law.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Colorado 15 This law, whlcn was nighly obnoxious
Avromafle 183
to the operators, required the employ205 East Railroad Ave.
ment of additional men and necessitated, therefore, an extra expense
PENCIL SHOVERS WANT which the operators in a number of
cases refused to pay, claiming It was
a violation of the agreement that the SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
expenses of mining coal were not to
T
oe increased by any action of the Full Set of Teeth
miners, and that this legislation had Gold Crowns
$6
been obtained at the Instance of the Gold Filling
$1.50 up
miners' union. A number of strikes
50c
Extracting
National Order Is Confined resulted, and as a serious disturbance Painless
of the peaceful conditions which had ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
Exclusively to Those
existed in Illinois for several years
ANTEED,
seemed imminent, the matter was
Who Do
submitted to the arbitration of Judge
George Gray, whe had been chairman
or tne Antnracite Coal strike commission. Judge Gray decided that the
.LITERARY WORK ON PAPERS expenses
should be equally divided
between the miners and the operators.
Work waa resumed when the arbi
B. F. COPP.
Will Be Launched During Session tration
was decided up and the rest ROOM 12, N. T. AUMIJO BUILDING.
of the year was comparatively free
of International League of
from siinte suspensions.
..e number of men on strike In
Press Clubs at Denver.
Illinois during the year was 15,289. or
47.C
cent of the t tal number of
Denver, Aug. 17. The forthcoming men In bituminous mines idle on ac
gathering of newspaper pe pie upon count of strikes
for
the United
the occasion of the sixteenth annual States, .ntse 15,289 men were Idle
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
of
convention
the International an average of 21 days, the total numleague of tress clubs, which meets ber cf working days lost by them
National League.
In Denver irom August 27 to Septeni-e- r amounting to 321,;fi7, or 42 per cent
At Pittsburg
R. H. E
1, under the direct auspices of tue of the entire time l:st by strikers in
1
S ib
Denver Press club, will bring forth an the bituminous mines of the coun- Pittsburg
o l
3
the organization of a b dy entirley try. Outside of Illinois the principal Gaston
Batteries Hilderbrand and uibson;
new and Absolutely original with the losses of time by reason of strikes Pfe.ffer
anu Needham.
Denver scribes.
.eference is made to were In Pennsylvania,
where 568(5
At Chicago
R. H. E.
the Almagamated Order of Mavericks. men were iu,e an average of 33 days: Chicago
8 10 0
Maverick organiza- in Ohio wuere 3250 men lost an aver- Brooklyn
The plan oi
1
5 3
tion sprang up In tae fertile brain of age of 15 days: In Kentucky where
Batteries
Pfeister
Kling;
and
Edward treating, president of the Den- !.3 men lost an average of (18 days:
and Bergen.
ver Press club,, and he has ever since in Montana, where at one mine 200 Stricklett
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
cherished tiie Idea of uniting the men were on strike f r 180 days; and
5 9 4
newspaper workers into one great in Alabama, where the strike inaugu- St. Louis
10 15 2
iKKjy purely for
purposes. Mr. rated in 1904 is still officially In ef- New York
Batteries Beeue,. Thompson and N.
Keating is a busy man, as Is naturally fect. In Iowa and Kansas there were
to be supposed, for he holds the res- comparatively large numbers of men Marshall; Ames, Ferguson, McGinnity
ponsible position of managing editor on strike but the time lost in each of i and Bresnahan.
Second game
R. H. E.
the Kocky Mountain News and the States was Insignificant.
tf
to. Louis
l 6 2
Denver iimes. respectively morning
Mew
York
14 u
HOW IT STICKS.
Hud afternoon puu.. cation. Neverthe
Karger
Batteries
Noouan:
aud
Jess lie has sufficient Interest la the Albuquerque
Has Found It Hard to McGinnity and Bowerman.
jjrvteaft n outside the actual' duties
r
Shake Off.
devolving upon one who is busy wita
to
Hard
get
bear,
harder
to
rid
of.
American
League.
tire grind, to uevote considerable
Is any itching skin complaint,
At New Ytrk
R. H.E.
"part of bis spare time to the presiEczema or itching piles.
Detroit
2 12 3
dency of a large and uourisbing press
Ointment relieves and cures New York
1
6 2
club and also to thinking out Ideas for anDoan's
itcntness of the skin.
Batteries Mullin
and
Scnmldt;
a closer friendship
among the writers
Albuquerque people endorse this Orth and AlcGuire.
1 the countr- -.
j
statement.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
The amalgamated Orcer of MaverA. M. Whltcomb, nurseryman, cor- - Cleveland
4 9 -icks will i,ave no red tape require- ner of Eighth
and Tijeras streets, 'Philadelphia
1
2 2
ments for membership beyond tne says: "In my estimation
there is no; Hattfries Hphh anil Hernia
Wad- proof that the applicant is a ioiia fide kintment
for the purpose that is used deii; Screck and Powers.
newspaperman.
It must be shown
can equal uoan's. There was
Second game
that he makes his livelihood by such mat
spot
my "knee which annoyed Cleveland
1
pursuits and although he live in a ame for below
ten years.
eczema, it ruiiadelpnia '
7
.
2
1
elided mansion or Is the occupant .f nii not spread out. Unlike
but at times iti Batteries Hernhard
Bemis;
and
m hall room, if his money is made by
parucu- - Bender and Powers,
ucnea so
daily toiling over the business of larly after I exasperaunglny,
went to bed or sat by the! At Washington
R. H.E.
newspaper-ma.unhe wi.. be equally steve,
I scratched
it until it Washington
4
eligible and equally acceptable to smarted,thatbefore
I tried St. Iiuis
came.
relief
.
10 0
those wno w,.. see to have this new every salve and ointment I came
&mith
Batteries
Warner;
and
organization launched at ihe Denver
one aia not neip me, I ,xiade and Rickey
meeting. The promoters believe that derma;
bought another and applied it. Read- At Boston
R, H E.
great goo
can
be accomplished ing about Doan's
induced Chicago
.. .. 9 14 3
in rough the Maverick order from the me to go to a drugOintment
store for a box. Boston
4 7 1
closer Intimacy and kindlier feeling ,n ..fe
ne Itchiness ceased.
BatteriesPatte'rVonV ' Altrock and
4etween newspapermen which must
was
fe
ffted n . Pui,lvan; narr, ' Pe,erson and Carrl- ! n,P n .....
naturally follow acquaintance made
iv, uair,
uuu It.
nii'rw. ivi.) a.n
liuw pan '
ui An
and renewed at annual meetings of over
months
I
stopped the
the association. The newspapermen use ofsixthe salve, since
there has not been j
Western League,
ave never cad an opportunity
a symptom of its appearance."
At ...ncoln
R. H. E.
to meet In a great body, that is
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Lincoln
'.
2
9
the men who work at the business of cents.
Co., Buffalo, N. Denver
3 7 1
wrritlng up and editing papers. There Y aUo agents for
the United States.
McKay
Batteries
Zlnran;
and
are many editorial associations and Remember the name
Doan's and hie cher and Zalusky.
the like of that, l.ut too often the rep- take no other.
65
R. H. E.
Second game
resentation in tuem consists largely
4
5 3
Lincoln
of the business office crowd and very SA.JTA FE POSTOFFFICE
1
4 4
Denver
often the person representing a newsMONEY ORDER BUSINESS
Paige
Batteries
.ackert and W-ipaper belonging to the association Is
During the past week there were
someone having r.o c neetlon wha- issued at the local postoffice lu3 and Weigarut.City
At Sioux
R. 11. E
tever with editing the paper. This money orders amounting to (683.10. Sioux
S
7 12
fict has become known to the people Ttteyre were paid 119 rrders amount- rneblo City
9 12 3
and oftentimes are heard references ing to (1.827.33. There were received
Batteries Jackson,
and
Jarrott
.,109 of money order surplus and
In Irony of tne profession as repreFreese; Morgan and Rennlcker
sented at
editorial associa- (J50 for money order draft, making a
R. H. E.
At IHs tioines
tion gatherings.
total of easiness amounting to
3
Des Moines
The Maverick order will do away
6 3
Omaha
with this .n a measure. First u will
I!atlerie.:--Cicotie
Dexter;
and
Ha- - While the
"Make
un
Shines."
"on
only
known that
active
There is a lesson in the work of the Coins and Gonding.
workers In newspaper-makinare
to membership and the button thrifty farmer. He knows that the
American Association.
or the Maverick worn on the lapel will bright sunshine may last but a day
At Minneapolis
in the due course of time become tne and he prepares for the showers Mi n ilea pons
1
adgo of the profession.
This, of which are so liable to follow. So it Toledo
4
courso, is merely a predict ion. for no should be with every household. Dysene has the right to say what snail entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
THE SPECIAL SALE THAT
the distlngulsmng mark of service may Bttark some member of the home
COUNTS."
te
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic.
rn Lie profession of newspaper-makinCholera
and
Remedy,
Diarrhoea
whic'a
Golden
Rule Dry Goods Co.
The
(the word Journalism is avoided
known medic'.ie for thi-sCash Clearance Sale began Thursday,
4cause according to eminent author- Is the bestshould
always be kept a', August yta. Great bargains to be had
ity, it has exclusive aplicaMon to a
r
Oar- as immediate treatment is nee- - in Women s
The Denver Press club lias hand,
tsxtitd an invitation to Ihe active essary, and delay may p;ove fatal. For incuts.
Money Talks.
"writers of tne land - visli theni in sale by all druggists.
J leaver miring the convention week.
They announce that all will be welcome and will be made to partic ipate
"
V
in the week's enjoyment. The
includes a literary symposium,
mv Bohemian night in the Garden of uie
iods wltn Pike's Ptak nearby, a trip
ip the peak, another to Cripple Creek
tttill others over the M ffat road
The first outward sign of Contagious B!k1 poison is a small sore or
round the lop, the famous Colorado blister. As the poisonous virus becomes more firmly entrenched in the blood
4i Southern road to Silver Plume and a
rti eruption appears on the body, the mouth and throat ulcerate, the hair
men to the Greeley agricultural (lis begins
to come out, glands in the neck and groin swell, copper colored jspota
triet,. known as the 'Garden Spot of appear on the breast, back, etc., and the
unfortunate victim finds himself
3oV.;rado," where everything is raised
to foot.
Mercury and potash do not cure Contagious
y Irrigation. If any further induce- diseased from head
Poison ; llie-- shut the disease up in the system and remove the outment were necessary to attract n.e Blood
but when the treatment is left off the trouble
writers f the country in this regard ward symptoms for awhile,
mere mention of tae splendid prizes returns. Then the system being weakened from the action of these Ktrong
lo be awarded in the prize story con- minerals the disease makes more rapid headway than before. S. S. S. is the
test would be sufficient. 'I ae gold bar antidote for Contagious Blood Poison. It cures permanently and certainly
valued at 11,000 contributed by Mr. by going down into the blood and removing everv vestiiie of the virus. It
red G. Snuffer of Denver, a prom- is free from all minerals, and while purifying the blood it builds up the entire
system by its fine tonic effects. S. S. S. destroys every particle of the poison
inent mining man, but formerly an
newspaperman, is certainly writ) and removes all danger of transmitting it to others. S. S. S. cures Conany
part
on
tc
of
writer
the
ju effort
tagious Blood poison because it is a perfect blood purifier.
Book with
And there will lie at least
instruction tor self treatment and any medical advice free.
wo
prizes.
other
i
THE SWiFTSPECirtC CO., ATLANTA j CA.
The rules of the contest require the
i Cttttct will ba dallCTd In tha
60
rataaf NcmU per waak. ar

Mr
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

and addresses
who are
people
cf
Necccssary
to Youv Prosperity"

MINERS WERE LESS FOR!
YEAR 1905 THAN IS USUALLY THE
CASE IN THIS COUNTRY, SAYS
PRESS BULLETIN 244, 07
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

FRIDAY,

of the man who rhouid be working for youT
of the man n- - wouid glidly lend you tnoneyf
Of the n. .n :vti fceulj like to buy your hors?
of the man who would buy an Interest In your bus!nes?
of the man w ho would bny that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle!

Curing it

j

CITIZEN.

O YOU WANT THE:
NAME AND ADDRILvSvS

Preventing

n

a PwtafltM for

EVENING

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

mmmim

ss

Facilities.

Mm?

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, (150,000.00.

d

Solicit!

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
JohnBon, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo- -'
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croaiwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

J

SANTA FE RY.

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

six-roo-

aULUtfJKRQtTB, N. M.
Ottkmm
JOSHUA 8. RATNOUa
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Ptrntam
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M. W. FLOTTRNOY
FRANK McKJGid

R. A. FROST
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,
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a6fltd6ftt
PrealdMt

Cmatalar
fat as t Oa solar

Dirtaaaf

a BBPoarromT.

AattorhtM Capital
Pali U Capital, Surplus as4 Prorate
Depository far Atchison, Topeka,
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Railway Company

five-roo-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

6--

Wholesale Grocers

en-gin-

five-hors- e

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
04ft04040

46-47-

merchanTtailoring
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T h c CITIZEN JOB

Note Head
Programu
invitation
Catalogue
Blank Book

Receipt Book

m--a

printer knew
hew to do ....

z

In

Room

other word

turn
every
tning a
we

E. E.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
NO.
209
WEST
UPSTAIRS. OVER
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
BAM
AVENUE, O.
RAILROAD
906 West Railroad avenue. AutoBINI, PROPRIETOR.
matic 'phone, 179.
My merchant tailoring shop Is upEXAMINER OF TITLES.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveH. R. WHITING,
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first No. 119 South Second Street, First
.National Bank building.
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
Albuquerque, N. M.
perience in the business. Suits made
Examiner and abstracter of land
to order. Cleithes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not titles, including those of Spanish and
Injure the cloth, ladles' garments Mexican origin.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
TEACHER OF PIANO.
o order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio 707
North
First street. Primary pupils
In Self uefense
50c per lesson. Parties in
Major Hanim. editor and manager of specialty; write
or call.
the Constitutionalist, Kmmluence, Ky. forested
when he was fiercely attacked, four
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
years ago, by piles, bought a box of
s,
7 cents per foot.
Window
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, of wbtch he
A home made door, with trimmings,
says: "n cured me in ten dLs and
no trouble since. Quickest healer of for (1.25.
We are making window screens all
burns, sores, cuts and wcunds. 25c
mortised together, and as strong as
at all druggists.
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
that
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL screen door,
or
SUMMER will outlast any door shipped in here
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG from the cast, together with trimmings, for (1.25.
UST ONL.. W. H. HAHN & CO.
o
We make the regular shop made
The End of The World
screen doors hat have always cost,
of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe heretofore, (2.00 to (2 25, for (1.50.
of Bear Grove, la., of a., usefulness
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
came when 1.3 began taking Electric
PLANING MILL CO.
Bitters. He writes: "Two years ago
o
kidney trouble caused me great suffIf yor. want results In advertising
ering, which I would never have sur
vived had I not taken Electric Bit try an Even'Dg Citizen want ad.
o
ters. They also cured me of general
debility." Sure cure for all stomach
NOTICE TO SUM- liver and kidney complaints, blood d!s
MER WANDERERS.
cases, headache, dizziness and weak
tiess or liodily decline. Price 5oc. Guar
Have The Evening Citizen for- .
anteed by all druggists.
warded to your address when
Dr. willtums' lmliun Pila
vou go away on your vacation
a
a
m m
r.urw mi
ii iiiiuiiunt win
a paid up sub
If you are no
and 1
II II I I Plll'li"X
scriber, please let us know when
lalMha. UabsorlwthetuiiHi
I
Ju
J&0
uiiuys the llchiiiK at omit, u
you order the paper forwarded,
;r. i insiuut
I
a ixiulUi-cI InIBal.ia
and alao let us know If you de1
t. Dr. WIllluniK' lmliun J'ileOi
l ruieiit Upri'lMiri'il for Piles und ll
sire It stopped at your home adJ lnir iim iirivuia luirtx. Kvrrv lu rt- dress. He careful lo give
iurriwitel. IVv ruifKtH, iy mail on
hotel or street address. In
fipt it Prn M ti'Ula ami ri.uo. WIILI0MS
Olno.
MANUFICTURINS CO.. 1'ropa..
all cases.
FOR SALE BV S. VANN & SON.
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ESTABLISHED

1873.

0

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

?

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
2
2 Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.
0

9

"OLD RELIABLE."

1

B. PUTNEY

2

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

ec.-een-

RAILROAD AVENU:.

r"e

m

I
I

,

i

post-offic-

iiunurtitiiH

M.

0000000C004K4C4400
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS

are simply a "terra Incognita" to t lie
man who never tried tnem. If we tit
up a bath-tufor you as it should be
equipped namely, with a shower attachment, the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment y u'll obtain then? not
summer days and night will make you
our friends tor life. Ask us aticmt
prices.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
b
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

J.

C.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRTDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, looiis best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUlI.DiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint.
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW M EX.

SHF.R.uAN WILLIAMS

FRIDAY,

AUGUST

'ALBUQUERQUE

17. 1908.

EVENING

CITIZEN.
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MADE WORLD RECORD

Albuquerque is going to grow, and grow fast, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under way. If you want to get in on the ground
flour buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERTITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down $5.00 per monthno interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or free automobile ride to the property.

For the Extent and Efficiency
of the Aid It Ren-

dered to
PEOPLE

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

OF SAN FRANCISCO

When That City Was Shaken by

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

Earthquake and Swept by
Raging Flames.

First National Bank Building

On the occasion of the great San
train
Francisco disaster the entlr e re- man he was running by special
disaster. For sev- LABOR FAMINE FACES
tne scene of
sources of the Southern Pacific com- to
eral weeks he maintained headquar
pany were tmployed to their utmost ters In nis car ai Oakland pier, sur
In saving and relieving tiie people. rounded by tne oieratlng and traffic
CALIFORNIA IN EVERY
They were the first to order by wire, fficers of the road. He was In close
s
of food and constant personal touch with the
from adjacent cities,
They civil and mi.itary authorities, relief
supplies for free distribution.
threw wide ouen their gates, and pas committees, etc., attended several
senger
were carried free on their committee meetings dally, and took Line of Industry in State as
Ferry steamers, wnlch never stopped
prominent and helpful part In every
In the City of San
running from San Francisco to Oak- movement for the renabllitation or
around
land pier. They ran steamers
San Francisco.
up
all refu
Francisco.
the water front picking
There was nothing that the com
gees congregated cn the wharves for pany s cfricers could think or mat
peosafety. From Oakland pier the
would prove uelpful that they did not
d1
were carried free to whatever do. Neither men nor means were FORTY THOUSAND MEN CAN
point they could care for themselves
pared to accomplish the company's
It was object to care for the people. While
or he cared for whether
llerkelev. Cal.. or Boston, Mass; Port
this was done under the most try Find Remunerative Employment
land. Ore., or Pcrtland. Me. Within ing circumstances and difficult conThere Today. Says ' Progress"
ten days the Southern Pacific com ditions, to the credit of the Southern
pany carried .ree 224,069 passengers Pacific company s operating departIssued by Southern Pacific.
The value of whto. computed at low ment be it said, that Itf was done with
s
9
est rates for the class of service ren out one accident and without injury
dtred, amounted to $450,036.69. and to life or umb of a single passenger.
California faces a labor famine,
this covers only the earnings of the The New York Sun has truly said,
not only threatens to result
which
company
line west of El Paso.
made
the Southern Pacific
detrimentally
to the state at large,
Canvass of accommodations In the
worlu a recorfl.
but which Is reaching out and taking
interior of the state was made tnat
men from the work of rebuilding the
refugees might be properly directed
city for other employment. Every day
Canvass of avenues of employment
labor contractors arrive In the city
was made by wiring large Industries
from various parts of the state and
that employment might be provided
try to Induce tne laoorers at work
Information bureaus were established
here to leave for higher wages. They
at nine points In the uurned district
picture the coolness of the country,
of San Francisco, which were served
and at places have succeeded In inby horseback riders and automobiles,
ducing men to go with them.
.Messengers carrying bulletins relative
The demand throughout the state
to train service, relief wcrk. Informs'
at present Is abnormal, and promises
tion about finding people and general
ta exceed the supply for many months.
statepublic Information, including
ment of accommodations for relief DRIVEN OUT OF ALL MIDDLE The railtoads are clamoring for laborers to be used In prospective work
at cutside cities, inquiries from east
The
STATES AND THE SOUTH, THE and that already under way.
ern cities by Lie thousands from east
cm friends regarding missing people
A Western Pacific needs 7,000 men, the
HAVE
TRACK GAMBLERS
Southern raciflc 2,000 men. the united
were answered as far as possible, tne
SCANDA-LOU- S
HAVEN AT LATONIA
Railroads of this city over 2,too men.
officers using all the avenues at their
command.
GOUGING OF PATRONS EX- the outside electric lines building in PLAN FOR
CHILDREN OF MISthe Santa Clara. San Joaquin and
Transportation
or relief commit
SOURI
TO BUILD
A
PUBLIC
POSED ELSEWHERE, BUT CIN Sacramento
valleys, and southern
tees, hospital corps, physicians and
SCHOOL IN THE
DEVASTATED
want 2,000 men, and
nurses were arranged for on a large
CINNATI PEOPLE LIKE TO GIVE California,
Switchmen, warehouse men, and even
cities and
CITY.
scale between adjacent
THEIR MONEY AWAY.
clerks.
oan Francisco. The state Health
The rehabilitation of San Francisco,
board was given transportation for it
One cf the best known educators of
employees in the sanitary service, Special Correspondence.
the large railway extensions and im- the country
J. A.. Greenwood,
Transportation of reue, supplies was Cincinnati. Aug. 17. The book- provements In the city, and the state, superintendentIs Pror.
of tue schools of Kangiven precedence over all other trains makers are to have another month unusually heavy crops throughcut the sas City. He has
undertaken to raise
country districts, and development a
Nearly all were run on passenger
sufficient sum of money among the
which to further loot Cincinnati.
In national and local Irrigation
work
train time. Milk, bread, etc., which In The
racing commission has decided projects
children of Missouri to erect a
were badly needed, were brought in
united In producing a school
memorial public schocl in San Franthat the present race meeting at La- - tremendoushavedemand
,
free in baggage cars.
for
labor.
began Decoration day,
cisco.
Gasoline for automobiles early be tonla,haswhich
Farmer Need Help,
already been once extended,
The plan to be followed In raising
growers
grape
came exhausted, and a large number and
JoaThe
Saa
of
the
may be again extended until Septem- quin valley,
money to erect a memorial public
of machines in the service of emer ber 1, after which
alarmed
at
the
outlo:k
in San Francisco is as follows:
the horses and the
gency hospitals, physicians, military
the harvest season, have appoint- school
bookmakers will be moved to Louis- for
A committee of which our state su
and civil authorities and reuef com ville.
ed committees to canvass all available perintendent
will be chairman will, la
mittees were tied up. The Southern
'letting prohibited by law, and fields of lauor. There are 350,000 tons
Pacific company furnished these ma the VUth
Batht'redantIl"yjple ct Missouri, asking them to allow
nLgf
. t0.
chines every drop of gasoline in Its linoislawandbeing enforced, Missouri,
"
other slates have been
each school child to make a contribu
.
stores. In addition, it wlerd to neareartrun 2'2I t0 Nation
from . 1 penny . to a dime, or per
parts closed to racing and the tracks in St. l.rki"en
by cities for ail automobile
per
.
crcna
The
dav.
beet
alons
the
Louis, Chicago, Kansas City and othn. .L uns not 10 exceeu za- cents, lor will!
i
which were likely to be needed In er
o.V,6
"nrn Trt
li6 ' P"rPOse mentioned. This appeal
an emergent'-- . These were supplied ly cities closed, Latonia is practicalDR. JAS. M. GREEN WOOD.
!!e. ?;ira,or.,,,na.rnjr he.avy. th'8, be made In the fall and .collections
the only track in the middle west
free to anyone engaged In emergency where
racing can be carried on.
specified time, the amount
taken
;
..
and relief service.
n
n.
val ,y reP.rta 8 in each county to be reported. O the c:sco, more than 40O teachers were
The men who guide the destinies
The transportation of relietf sup
asJneaP'; state superintendent. The money rais- thrown out of employment, over 20.- ,
"r,,
plies from April jtn to May 23rd, of the racing world are alone responthe closing of the tracks in
'"""'"-l- i
can be placed on deposit in each Mm school children are without school
,," ,
;
i
computed at lowest tariff rates over sible for
parts of the country. In
i
theeast county seat, suoject to call after legal-- accomnuxlathns, and to erect the
J i,pm!
the Southern 'aciiic company, Union other the
T
a
i
u l ll .
(
U)
Lilt? fllillO
race gamblers
ouis
could Dot
ly constituted authorities In San Fran-- ; needed new buildings will cost over
company, vregon agree
Pacuic itailroad
u,.. ,
on a division of the spoils, and mi nifcin anu aay. ana nas greatly in- xtwinniMiit
,.,iflo.,
Short Line railroad, amounted
I am fully persuaded that the school
their row creased the demand for mlllmen.
Hon W- - T carrintfon. our state su- 1445,400.00, representing
-- .,03
full the scandals resulting from
i ne conditions in the city are far
ho, Min,.ri rliiiHrpn .,r iim cirinin uto. win nniv
the enforcement of the state
,inl.,iu.
i.n....
carloads, In addition to a great man caused
, h
.
u
.1,1.
law against race track gambling. In irom ueine coniioriaDie. mere are -- .m
i,i i, i ...
. ni
shipments.
less than
.
.... i...
ant.
Missouri the breeders' law was re.hi
ia iie inipoveriHiwa i nine ennnrtn
ui
does not Include business handled
...... .r WH
because of the fight between ors in the building trades having to
K
34 school the stricken city in this most deserv
awflr
the express companies, of which pealed
. rck HoHtrnvi.il
rival
enough
park
At
factions.
hutlilinpu
Ascot
In San Wfln ing work.
there were quite a good many cars crookedness was unearthed last year cannoi xecure enough men.
i r.f
on which the ran road company
Trades
AnBuildin3
council
racing
to
out
sent
drive
almost
has
out
Los
of
celved no compensation.
geles. Fixed races, corrupt jockeys reports that taere is a great shortage .WATER IS THERE BUT
THE EAGLE DANCE AT
Much more man tnis has
been
unscrupulous bookmakers formed or men in the city. There is a deSANTA CLARA WAS FAKE
WHERE IS THE CITY
done by tne Southern Pacific com and
who
combination which was only kept mand for approximately 20,000 houses
The hundreds of spectator
Prbably
of the mose remarkone
pany since dates named, so that their afrom
sweeping the boards clean of to tie built in San Francisco. The ar- able artesian wells anywhere in the enjoyed the Indian dances at Santa
way
ion
bey
runs
end
cont
runt
entire
the gullible public's money by an hon- tisans to do the work are n;t here. "Great. American Desert" Is In the Clara Sunday were loud In their
ll.ooo.oou.
It is estimated that 3t,0ou,000 will Gila valley,
est Judge.
which was
about twenty miles from praise of the eagle dance,
adequate
or
Infor
Before accurate
New Orleans a disastrous war be spent within the next live years in bafford, Arizona. It Is tn
ever
unique
most
one
witness
At
the
of
fields
gotten
ell
by
Sa
the
the
could
mation
be
raged all winter, free admission be- rebuilding San Fraiclsco. This work of Hot Springs, located about five ed. Now, however, comes the report
tVancisco citice to President Harrl ing offered
was a
eagle
even
public
an
Inducenow.
as
In
dance
the
the least advanced
from Fort Thomas and has a that the Is
ment to visit the tracks and lose their stage, being delayed on account of the miles
asserted that the affair
fake. It
phenominal
Is
esti
It
tlow
water.
of
money to the bookmaker. In Ten- lack of lauor. Fifteen thousand more
gotten up by some Joke Inclined
the we.i spouts water at was
nessee a disgusted public demanded, laborers can find ready employment mated tnat
of the Santa Fe lodge of
members
one-half
or
one
anil
million
the rate
the closing or tne tracks and only a In the city today.
Blks,
and
the "Indians" were
r
twenty-fouevery
hours. This Edward Ehle that S.
barrels
O. Cartwrlght. At
"joker 'In the bill prevented what
Wage Here are High.
and
Irrigate
be sufficient to
sever least that Is what certain
of
members
the legislature will make sure of at
The wage schedule In the city Is would
..,..
,.,
,,,.
.
al alfalfa farms and stock ra nches.
..
,
its next session. In Arkansas, where high. The minimum wage for railroad or
111 tt I wi i a
nun
am
lilt?
"
iiiu&ts
"i.
would Biipply a city of 75.000 to
pering among their friends. At all
the betting has been allowed, al- work and warehouse work Is $2.25. 100,000
and furnish xwer to run an events the spectators
say the dance
though it was against the law, an at- Bricklayers are receiving $7 and $8 electric
street car system to light the
torney general with backbone packed for an eight-hou- r
day, with a mini- city and carry her citizens to and could not have been beaten and
the pool rcom keepers over the bor- mum of $0. Cement workers get $3,
whether the dancers were the "real
PURE
goods" or not, they arose to occasion
der.
hodcarrlers $4, plasterers $, stone- from business.
nobly.
These conditions are responsible cutters 14.75. carpenters $5. cabinet
for an Influx of horsemen and gam t- makers $3.50, mlllmen $3.5i, lathers THERE IS BUT ONE
IN
UNION
FE
8ANTA
ilers at
TAKE A PLUNGE
such as was never $B, shinglers $4, painters $4, fresco
Albuquerque and Ias Vegas are
n the
More painters $5,
before known at that track.
$4. plumbSWIMMING POOL.
than twenty bookies were in the ring ers 5) machinists $3.75, tinners $4, making preparations for big celebrasays
Mexon
tion
New
day,
Labor
the
Open Dally
504 North First Street.
on the opening day of the meeting. sheet metal worKers $4, glaziers $4
10 a. m. to 10 p. m
Since then the number has fluctu- and stationery engineer $4. There ican, but there win be no special ob
servance
gala
day
f
of
the
the union
o
ated, but today there are nineteen is a tendency for the employers to
characteristic
left. Each one of theae bookie payt pay additional wages to the men to men In aanta Fe. Although there are f The Intense itching
eczema Is instantly
salt
rheum
a
and
men
In
numlier
union
of
this city
the association $100 a day for the reserve their services.
there Is only one .ocal oeaniration allayed by applying Chamberlain's
privilege of running his book, and his
As a cure for skin diseases
and that ta the Tvnoeranhli ai union Salve.
additional expenses amount to at
A WOMAN'S ALPHABET.
this salve Is unequaled. For sale by
least as much more. For the present
(Atchison Glob?.)
A Cluzen vVant ad doe
the work, jail druggists.
meeting the bookmakers must clear
I will be:
more than $luj,u..u In order to pay
Amiable always.
their actual expenses, and it's a
Beautiful as pot.sil.le.
strange bookmaker who is satisfied
Charitable to everybody.
with that. More than $150,000 is
Dutiful to myself.
given in purses, and of this amount
F.arnest tn the right things.
8
Cincinnati people pay at least $lniV
Friendly In disposition.
000.
Generous to all In need.
IN THE
It is more than likely that before
Hopeful In spite of everything.
the meeting la over the people of CinIntelligent, out not pedantic.
cinnati will find that in the neighborJoyful as a bird.
has
hood of half a million dollars
Kind even In thought.
been diverted Into the pockets of the
wl'h the stupid.
bookmakers, the horse owners and
Merry for the iake of others.
the race promoters.
For prices on fixtures and house-wirein- g.
Necessary to a few.
Optimistic,
thougn
fall.
the
skits
"What was the most IntertsMng
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Prudent in my pleasures.
ruin that you saw abroau : '
Ready to own up.
"Well," answered Mr. Cunirox. "tue
Power and Pumping Plants.
Self pr tecting to the right limit.
ruin that most Interested me was a
year's income, totally demolished."
True to my be.t.
Unselfish, short of martyrdom.
Washington Star.
Valiant for the absent.
"Mr.
I want your daughter."
Scads,
hasn't
If your dealer
Willing to believe the best.
"What Is your business?"
Borax, take no substitute. Write us,
'
Exemplary in conduct.
am
a
"I
clerk
name,
giving
dealer'
3
cents,
enclosing
Young and fresh In neart.
"Skldoo!
inyou
package,
a
mail
and
we
will
and
Zealuiis to niake the best of life.
"For a railroad."
clude booklet, "Borax in the Home."
And by this time, if I haven't wings.
"Pardon nie, Mr. Graft. Evangeline.
Pacific Coast Borax Co., Chicago, III.
fjmc down anil meet your sweet- I ought to ime.
Herald.
BORAX SOAP heart." X.
20 MULE-TEA"The mar. wh wins my admiraCleanses
A Money Saving Event.
tion," said I lie serious girl, "must be
contains Pure Borax, Nature's
21 61. South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
Thursday, August Sth, the Gol- one who cau s'aml firm in his convicand Whitener hence makes clothe
nowy white and bygienicaily clean. den Rule Dry Goods
Co., started tions In the face 1 ridicule, opposition
All Grocers.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
their famous Cash Clearance Sale, and personal danger."
Free sample bar for top from pound you know what these sales mean. A
aid Miss Cayenne. "Your
"I see,
Borax and dealer
carton
great money saving event fcr you. Ideal is a base ball umpire." Wa.--h
same and your nam and address.
Ington Star.
,
ihiu't fall :o come.
e
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J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President

Consolidated
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Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. SuHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIE8.
YELLOWSTONE,
CREEN RIVER,
W, H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

.

T
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too numerous to mention.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealer only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA

re,

-

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ih.iriniv
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d

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkolo Roofing

1

u--

First and Marquette

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga

$21.00.

Term,

Range No.
and $4

62-1-

$5 cash

a
month for four month.
Detroit Jewel Gu Range, No.
$22.50.
Term, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
he given, free, one year' suoBcrlp-tio- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.

MUDElEA

25-1-

BORAX

paper-hanger-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

AS A SPECIAL
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Tha Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
COR NEK 4th A NO GOLD

n0CC0C

& CO.
J. H. O'REILLY
DRUGGISTS
ING

See Bartlett, the Electrician

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

Long-sufterln-

Softens Water
Saves
Cleans and Whitens
Clothes

We Do General Machine Repairing
Mail Orders Given Special Attention

M

1

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, J906

j
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car-loa-

standard brands of whiskies

And other

-

f,'

Liquor Go.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

PENNIES FOR THE SAN
FRANC SCO

Treasurer.

Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.

RACING LOOTERS
IN CINCINNATI

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bacbechl,

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise In the Evening Citizen because it Is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
m
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
FINE COMPARISON OF
Published Dally and Weekly.

'

'

W. ft. 8TRICKLER,

President.

W. T. MeCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

WISE WAN OF WEST
In
On A. J. McPhee, of lUchltrbar, Art., publishes
Cltlien
the Thoenlx Gaxette an open letter to The
company. Referring to the Irrefutable fart that
peothe people of the country at large, exclusive of the
through
their
who
ones
are
the
territories,
ple of the
representatives decide the question of admitting territories into the Union as states; and that these people,
repreroughly put at 5,000,000, have refused by their
sentatives, time almost innumerable, to admit Arltona
or New Mexico to separate statehood, have done so
again in the present congress and have acted In the
ame manner towards Indian Territory and Oklahoma,
but at the same time have agreed to let the four territories come In as two mates and not otherwise referring to these things, this McPhee asks:
"If this Is true or any part of it true, why did not
wnatn of the United Slates, composed of only a part
.
,.t..-- , thai vnn RIH'ak Of. -DasS the
hub cr minimil nl luuinln
M.miitnn hill as it came from the house of representa
tive to be enforced by them? How has it been possible
bill
for the Koraker amendment to be injected Into the and
giving the territories the right to vote on jointure,
this to tho fleht that Is on now. as you say?'
Know, oh most sapient reasoner, that tne Foraker
amendment was Injected into the Hamilton bill because
It was thouKht that by means of that amendment state
Many of those who
hood would 1 killed altogether.
voted for the amendment did so expressly wishing andlliovine that k would reBult in the elimination of Ariona and New Mexico from the statehood question, both
nd l.ilntlv. This fact was proclaimed by Sena
lnirlv
tor Hopkins on the floor of the house. He said in his
speech and In answer to an interruption by Senator
Foraker: "To my mind, Mr. President, inat carries om
the statement I made, that this amendment, which proposes to submit this question to a vote of the territories
in the manner indicated by the senator (Foraker), is to
defeat this bill."
But, then, what Is the use of casting pearls before
swine or of offering arguments to such as this gringo
McPhee? The Citizen selects from his letter the following precious and delectable morsel, as ample evidence of the feebleness of his intellect and the manliness of his mind:
"There are Beveral reasons why Arizona does not
want Jointure with New Mexico. Not alone the predominancy of the greazer, which of itself ought to be sufficient to guide a white man, ir he has any regard for the
while mother that gave him birth, not to disgrace her
memory by voluntarily poing to the polls and voting for
Mexican to rule him henceforth."
Pub-lifihl-

'
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1810,00,0000.
Our growth Is sixfold and England's
1905,

is less than a
quarter, say 28 per cent. The comparison should not be
insisted upon too seriously, for our exports fluctuate so
sharply that almost anything can be shown by a selection of years. A comparison not affected by such con
siderations is the fundamental one. In eleven years the
United States had an excess of exports of nearly five
billions and England had an excess of Imports of nearly
ten billions. Devotees of the balance of trade dogma
should wrestle with this contrast. Where did England
get all the gold to pay for her imports, and what did we
do with all the gold we received by a hypothesis con
trary to fact? The balance of trade fetich hardly deserves such a slaughter as this.
Differences of population, of Invested capital, of
means of commerce, largely detract from International
contrasts, but comparisons of totals nevertheless pos
sess interest. In 1870 the United States was third to
England and Germany in her exports. In 1880 she was
second, and in 1001 she led the list, this primacy being
emphasized by the latest figures. The former inferior
beyond the
Ity of our imports needs no explanation
"American system," but lately It Is yielding to our enor
mous growth of population. Third place is the best we
can take, nevertheless, as yet. Naturally 83,000,000 buy
and consume more than a fewer number. Comparing
ourselves with ourselves this factor comes out strongly
making a record for which the world supplies no parallel. As in yacht racing, "there is no second" for such
growth as this, showing percentage of Increase:
6
Population, 750; aggregate exports and
imports, 517; exports of domestic manufacturers, 3,930
5
Population, 84; aggregate exports and
imports, 63 exports of domestic manufacturers, 441
The facts are so, but Inferences may be misleading
We referred yesterday to the fact that our official clas
siflcation of "manufactures" is misleading. The showing down Indicated In our growth above is perhaps a
sign that we are expending our national resources lav
ishly, spending our capital, as Mr, Hill has phrased it.
We can sell crops and sell manufactures every year, but
we can not sell the same pound of copper or the same
THE QUESTION PRESENTED
gallon of oil twice, and there is less by as much as we
The question of joint statehood Is a vital one. As have depleted the original stores and increased our doyears ago we
a btate, whether called Arizona or New Mexico, matters mestic demands upon them. Twenty-fiv- e
little, the section of the southwest known as the terri- exported over $17 a head, and we exported less than $18
tories of New Mexico and Arizona, will know a rapidity last year. The growth in this respect is moderate, and
if development never before dreamed of in the history it remains true that our foreign commerce is too much
concentrated as to articles, and as to workers contribof the United States.
To secure this development both commonwealths uting to the total, to diffuse general prosperity from this
must have statehood. Each wanted separate statehood. source. Our imports fluctuate sharply according to
Joint statehood has been offered us Instead. Joint state- crops, that is according to prosperity, and remain about
hood will bring every blessing 10 the two sections which $13 apiece, showing little change over a term of years,
separate statehood would bring. What is opposed to despite sharp contrasts In selected years. England's
Jointure? Sentiment, selfishness, stupidity only these imports are pretty steady at $00 a head and exports at
, and nothing more.
$30. The list of comparisons is .far from exhausted, and
Sentiment says in New Mexico: Shall' we sacrifice cause for pride and modesty, or at least cause and methour name, our history, our traditions, our years of labor ods for improvement are mingled generously. Philadel
for separate statehood, our well known personal posi- phia. Public Ledger.
tion on this question? And appeal to all these Is made
OOOOOCXXX XXKX)XX0000000XK0
as reason why we shall not accept the offer of joint
CAN PAPER BE MADE OF
statehood. But what Is this appeal? Merely to senti- -
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FOUND GUILTY OF AS

ALDERMAN

SAULTENGINEER

1876-190-

DIES-JUS-

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TICE

APPOINTED.
th? aitcniey, and one of
the lrcmoters of the Texlcn towtislte
.
Is nt the Castan- on the Belen
eda hotel with bUt wife.
Deputy hnerlff Hoy I.i.trell. a son of
Sheriff Marlon Llttrell of Colfax county. Is In the city from Raton looking
for parties who are wanted in that1
county.
Pablo Ortiz has been appointed Jus
tice of the ptace of precinct No. 5
by the county commissioners to take
the place of Santiago Moya, who resigned recenny as he found he could
make a great deal more money ty
following his trade as a blacksmith.
John Koogler has left the city for
Stillwater, .jlila., where he will visit
with relatives .or several weeks. He
Is planning to attend school at the
University of Missouri during le en
suing year and win leave Stillwater
for Columbia, Mo., to negln his college
course.
S. L. Smltuers. a locomotive en
gineer from Montgomery, Ala., died In
his apartments at 3:30 o clock yesterday morning aged 42 years. He is
survived by a wife, who was at his
bedside whin he died. Deceased came
to Las Vegas for climatic benefit some
months ago, but he came too late. The
body win be shippeu nack
to the
H. C. Kel.i.

A Word to Mothers

cut-off-

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats for small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

southern
Judge

M. MAHDEILH,

XX1 'XXXXXXXXXOOOC0XX

JA

-

sytho
yesterday afternoon after hearing the
evidence in the case brought against
contractor
him by Charles Schlott.
and builaer, who became involved in a
difficulty with the alderman Tuesday
afternoon over the erection or a shed
In the rear iu premises at 4 6 Grand
avenue. Forsythe. who was represent
ed by Attorney Lucas, did not deny
striking ochlott. but Lucas argued
that Schlott .icgun the assault by call
ing the accused names. An appeal ol
the case was taken and the affair
will probably be aired in a higher
tribunal.

Good Reasons

1

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our competitors.

First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

NEWS N01ES FROM
THE CAPITAL CITY
TERRITORIAL FAIR ADVERTISING
CAR ARRIVES IN SANTA FE
JURIES DRAWN NAMES
FIFTH MEMBER.
Governor Herbert J. Hagernun has
had a stone retaining wall aliout a
foot high built at the north side of his
home. The grounds are being filled in
and when the grass comes there will
be a beautiful lawn surrounding the
executive, mansion.
business for the past twenty-fiv- e
Clerk A. M. Ilergere of the first ju
dicial district court has drawn the
and how to buy.
venire of grand and petit Juries for the
coming term of the district court
of Santa Fe county which will convene on September 3. The panel consists of twenty-sevegrand jurors and
tuirty-slretit jurors. The drawing
took place at 2 o'clock In the clerk's
office at the court House.
Albuquerque's fair advertising car
with corps of bill posters and boosters
in charge of J. B. Mc.Manus. arrived in
Santa Fe loaded with iiosters, litho- dangerously high rate of
graphs and other advertising matter
telling about a few of the big things speed when he travels at a twelve
that are scheduled lor the twenty-sixthorse power gait on a two horse
power fncome.
annual New Mexico
utv r
fair to bt held at Albuquerque during
n'v
uau io Qli
i iiv. mm, win t ....i,...!..
the week of September
horse power gait on an eight horse V
The
power income can appreciate tne T
advertising corps has thoroughly b.
Santa Fe.
speed and has a clear idea or wnere
and post
ers have been placed in the windows
he will lann. At the same time, ..e
of stores In the business district. In
Is not using up all of his energy,
but he is creating a reserve which
the hotel lobbies and on bill boards.
Secretary Charles F. Easlev of t he
will see him over the rougher
places.
democratic territorial central commit
tee has named Hon. Antonio Joseph
It Is a good thing to be prepared
The man who
for "a rainy day.
of Ojo Caliente as the fifth member
has a bank account possesses an
of the committee of five which lias
assurance tnat when misfortune or
been appointed to confer with commitsickness comes, ne will be pretees of other political parties to con
pared.
duct a joint statehood campaign tins
A bank account is a reserve tnat
tall. Tile complete committee is as
a man can draw upon at any time.
follows: W. S. Hopewell and J. H.
The money is always available.
McCutchen of Albuquerque; Antonio
Lucero of Uis Vegas; J. A. Mahoney
BANK OF COMMERCE
THE
of Deniing, and Antonio Joseph of Ojo
MEXICO
NEW
Caliente. Mr. Hopewell is the chair ALBUQUERQUE,
man.

years

in the furniture
understand it in every detail-wh- ere

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

A man

is going at a

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

0000C00

h

Faywood

ter-itori- al

JO .

Q

17-2-

i

.Casino Theater,

Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co

y.

1

1

1

cr-t.i- in

i

T.

r

A. LUCERO

two-thir-

IP

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY

AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

00000

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

See Sant.i Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.

0000000

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

MOTEL
HOLLENBEGK
Angeles,
Calif.

Los

TOMIGH1

Courtesy and attention
Your friendship and patronage la appreciated.
(juesta it a pleasure to us.

Tracey the Outlaw

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Lot Angelet.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

Thrilling and 0natlonal
Malo Drama

to

LOCATION

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

200 Rounds of ammunition
fired during the performance'
ATF R r.ONTPST M F I n EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
AWARDED THt WINNERS.
A

M

25

M

1

PRICES OF ADMISSION,
CENTS.

15

THE BEST IN TOWN

AND:

Per Gallon

-

-

Adams & Dilgard

Ml
Our

A Citizen Classified t.d Is a good
investment.

82.

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For
The Mills Novelty Company

Specialty,

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avs.
Auto., 162.
Colo, phone, Black, 298.

Red

ooooooooooooooooo

Funeral Directors
Is

$1.50

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Embalming

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

--

1

Hot

New Mexico

er

j

RELIEVES PAIN.

FAYWOOD,

-

1

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY 'TO REACH.

Springs

ear-nea-

M.-l-

We .have

Fourth.
been

x

The cotion stalks company should not be confounded
with the Southern Cotion company simply because ll;ir-rl- e
Jordan is president of both. The cotton stalks company Is a strictly business affair, organized under the
for
patents
laws of Maine, to utilize some Pittsburg
turning cotton stalks into paper. The new process has
been thoroughly tested, and there is nothing tentative
about it.
The first plant of the Southern Cotton Stalks Product company was fittingly located at Montgomery, because Montgomery is a black belt country, and fine, large
cotton sialks can be gathered there at a minimum cost
charges.
In transportation
The selection was wisely
made, and at .Montgomery the new company will endeavor to demonstrate the feasibility and commercial
advantages of the new process for turning cotton slalks
Into paper, alcohol and other
If the enterprise at Montgomery earns good net
money a waste product in southern fields will become
valuable and the farmer will pocket another dividend.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
AR1ZONAN OF RIGHT KIND
Seed, llm and stalks would render the south's great cash
It. Perry, agent for the government
Col. H. C. Hooker Is well named the cattle prince crop Invincible. Paper is a great cash necessity, and
the Fort Defiance Indian agency.
of Arizona. He Is a pioneer resident for nearly forty every year, wood pulp becomes higher in price, and the at
for the agency last night after
years. He has the most interesting cattle and stock hope is increased that paper made from cotton stalks left
having spent several days in the city
ranges In Arizona. Everything on his Sierra Uonlta will yet drive wood pulp to the wall. At the best, wood transacting business
of an official na
ranges Is bjooded stock of all kinds. Col. Hooker is a pulp paper is not durable nor desirable. The Montgom
ture. Mr. Perry is the ma.i w;io was
ery
enterprise holds forth the promise of better and held as hostage bv the Navaios last
republican; a Roosevelt republican; a joint statehood
t.
cheaper paper, as well as more remuneration to the winter, wlien one of tnelr tribesmen
republican. He wants statehood. He wants It In
had be; n arrested for some misdeed.
He came here long before the railroad entered southern fanner.
The now valueless cotton stalk Is, it is claimed, ca
Arizuna or New Mexico. He has been one of the largest
C. H. Sharp, of the Ijintry-Shar- p
taxpayers in Arizona and one of the best citizens during pable of being turned Into paper of good quality, into Construction company, Is in the city,
denatutized alcohol, smokeless powders, guiicotton, fer accompanied by his wife and daughall that time as he now is.
Col. Hooker Is reported as having said: "Statehood lilizer and perhaps a dozen other products. Doubtless ter. Mr. Sharp arrived from Helen
will be In a measure against my personal Interest, as I the Montgomery plant will be chiefly devoted to the this morning to meet. Mrs. and Miss
graze some of my herds on government lands free. When production of paper. Actual results at Montgomery will Sharp, who arrived from the Pacific
they have been on a
coast,
statehood comes, I will have 10 pay rental to the state determine the commercial value of the new process pleasurewhere
trip. Tonight Mr. Sharp and
for these lands. But what of that? It goes to the There is nothing sentimental in the plan. K is commer his family will leave for Colorado
support of the state. I am an American. I want home cially feas.hle or it is not. ami the Montgomery plant Springs, where they will sojourn temw ill
e built and financed for the purpose of working porarily prior to returning
rule, self government, and am willing to contribu e
to their
share to the support of a home government. Then result s. No oilier mill will be built by the company until home in Kansas City.
1
I am a republican.
believe in Roosevelt, and ho has the one a' Monr i:niiierv lias leninns mteil the entire
R 11. Ketner, recently one of the
proprietors of the Hushy hotel of
recommended joint satehood, a republican congress has practicability and economic value of the process
I. T., of which W. 11. Cheat h- .V'.irly M'l'i.oui'.iioo have been invested in northern
passed the bill. I am a republican. That means state- pttper uilils. Inn ut Montgomery IJniumo will ai Hie start am. formerly of Ibe Mvarudo, is now
bood, just as the bill provides." Arlona Star.
Otic. half of that modest sum will be consumed manager, is assisting Superintendent
suffice.
In the iminageiiMnt of the
forty-fivIs
said that
of the cotion seed oil mil's in the erection of the plant, and the other half will be John Steinduring the absence of ManIt
lvarado
ot the south have made prepaiations to use the same reserved as capital for conducting it. Spruce pine will ager Adams, who Is is California with
machinery during the summer mouths for the crushing then lie up against the lough little plant, and a revolu- his family on a pleasure trip. Mr.
of potatoes and the making therefrom of denatmed alco- tion in the nical paper Industry may be begun.
Ketner was a manager for the HarIt is said tha- lo each on of lint goes a ton ot vey
years ago, previous to gohol. It is declared that the cotton seed oil machinery is
wi'll adapted lo this business and that It can be made stalks. :trd that in Hie long run 5.mo,mmi tons of stalks ing into business for himself, and is
profitable during the quiet reason. It is said that two could be gathme.l in southern fields. The world's pro- "visiting a1 home,'' as Mr. Stein puts
of three of the Texas mills are to make the experi- duction of paper is aboui tl.Moii.nwu ions, so that it may it. while he Is loafing, looking for
location.
ment. It was thought at first that each farmer would Le poss.hle to Make iu 'he s nitli the world's supply of
be able to make his own ilenatuied alcohol, or at the papei-- . A section t i a clothes the world and makes its
TOO LATE TO
CLARIFY
leabt one farmer Iu a neighborhood could make for him- - paper would not st;me to death, that is certain, or at
f
Chattanooga
and his neighbors; hut from the reading of the bill bast it may l.i ,wu
at Montgomery.
POK HKXT Newly furnished rooms
it W'ems that the alcohol can lie made only In distilleries Times.
at the Minneapolis house, with or
under government control. The making of it by the!
without housekeeping, $1 per week
M.
pwple, as In Germany, will come later
AGING BRANDY IN A JIFFY.
and up. Albuqucriie,
scale,
Ai conii'.g
j,
report fiom Consul Paul Nasii ot KOH SAI.K One' Hufialo
marble counter, I b e box. capticii y
Artesia Advocate: The flist carload of bogs ever Venice. l':oli saur Man iiu.tii of the Hoyal Oeiiological
I
power
ton. I iee machine,
sblM-from Artesia station wert to Oklahoma Tites-lu- station it A st i ncumtmmls ilie following method for
power boiler? :.'
engine,
On that day there was also a large shipment of the artil'x ia! aging ul brand):
Ordinary braiidv. before
Buffalo meat
steam water pumps.
p
lies, apples, pears and pruneb.
Allalfa und oats are being bottled, is aged by keeping lor 'he requisite length
sausage
chopptl,
bone glitid'T,
every
day.
Gradually the time is arriving when of time iu ..mall oaken casks, 'rom which il blis ibs
Nmded
stuffcr. racks and hooks, at Tony
Artesia Is to realize a profit on the thousands of acres
etlieis and rsst ntiul oily contained in tho wcods.
Michclbarh's. Old Town.
that were a few years ago nolhing less than a desert land necessary to its perfection. By tho m iboil of pro
Citizen Want ads bring results.
waste.
cessor M..: ili. oti line sha.inpt, of oak art placed iu the
cask with tin ne spirit anil allowed t. remain for one
In view of the fact that Las Vegas will hold u0 fair mouth, the cask being occasionally turned over. At the
of hc-- own Ibis year, the Optic says that the people of lend of this time the !:cpi.;r is tillered and decanted into
ihat city will be able to support the territorial fair in! white g!a.-- . ba'iles, which are filled about
AJttiqneruue In a generous manner. The territorial fair full. ami. alter being very lightly corked, are placed iu
TO DATE SIGNS
has bad two very lean years and the managers are ntak- - an Inclined position, caie being taken that the brandy
I
Ins every effort to make this fall's festival a fat oue.
does uot touch the stopper.
208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
no-goo-

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

home.
Hope found Alderman For- guilty of assault and battery

STALKS?
REFUSE COTTON
4

Selfishness says in Arizona: Shall we lose our capital city? Shall we have 1ut one senator In congress
when we need two In our business? Shall the farming
interests in New Mexico compel our corporations to bear
their legitimate pat of the burdens of taxation? Shall
'we be but a part of the cheese instead of the whole
of it?
Stupidity says among some in New Mexico but much
more largely in Arizona: We have the area, the population, the development, the future possibilities, in fact,
every requirement for separate statehood; and shall we
tamely submit to the loss of our rights? The nation
laughs In our face and replies: Simpletons, we are offering you more than you deserve. Take It or get
nothing!
New Mexico and Arizona are confronting a condi
tion and not a theory. It is joint statehood or nothing.
Let us cast aside sentiment, refuse the plea of selfish
ness, and not act the stupid part of pulling out chest
nuts from the-- fire for the corporations and their hire
lings In Arizona and their imitators in New Mexico.

17, 1S06.

OF THE PEACE

1800-187-

, orient.

AUGUST

Fall Opening of Boys' and Yontlfs Clothing

Comparisons are said to be odious, but they also
are instructive, and not least so in trade matters. Yesterday we made some remarks upon the tula s of the
phenomenal year's trade, and some comp.i loons wnn
ourselves and with foreign nations may iiaw be made.
Precise periods are not available for comparison, for
foreign figures are not mado up as promptly as ours and
are not transmitted fully by telegraph. K.reign flsnres
must be necessarily a year or two old.
The greatest contrast of all Is between hugland anrt
ourselves, the leading exemplars of free tra.te and protection. No nations in the world snow such contrasts
Our
In their foreign trade as In their economic systems.
excess of exports vies In volume with England's exc-s- s
of imports; England's Is the larger but ours shows the
larger growth. Here are illustrative figures taken ten
years apart:
Exports 1895,
United States Excess Merchandise:
Imports 1895,
1!M'5,
$4 47,r.03.4H7.
$75,5f.8.2UO;
$Co.-000.00-

FHiDAY,

HEMS

VEGAS

US AND GREAT BRITAIN

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large profits on small investments, investigation Invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216i South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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FRIDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

17, 1906.

FORMERLY OPENED

NEW

MEXICO SUNDAY

I

EV

WANT

BABY

SCHOOL ASSOCIATION

TO CURE THE

Initial Runs Were Made This To Hold Annual Convention at
Morning As Far As
Santa Fe This Year.
September 5 and 6.
Eighth Street.
IN EXCELLENT SHAPE OFFICERS

OF

,

LEPER

IRE

ALBUQUERQUE WILL
PRIZE

Field-Worke- r,

tOBB CHAIRS

HAVE A TOWN CLOCK

a New York Firm. In Near Future Through
the Efforts of
erosity of Hon. Joshua
,
B. Spitz.
s. Kaynolds.

Gen-Throug-

We place on sale a big

h

assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest.

;

MAY HAVE $500 FOOT KACEJN PUBLIC LI BRAKY TOWER
Letters Received as Result of
Mary Story Published In Evening Between Lumberjack and Navajo Dials Six Feet In Dlamater--01- d
Citizen. August 7. About
Indian During Falr--A- .
B.
Curfew Bell to Be
McGaffey After It
Senor Brlngas.
Used.

The annual convention of the New
As a result of the account, publish.Mexico Sunday School association will ed in the columns of The Evening
be held this year in Santa Fe, Septem- Citizen Tuesday, August 7, of Senor
ber 6 and 6, and already the officers J. M. Brlngas, aged 40, the Mexican
of the association are making ar mining magnate, who offers 15,000.000
rangements for the convention, F. W. to anyone who will cure him of the
Spencer, secretary of the association,; awful disease, leprosy, from which he
of this city, oeing busily engaged at Is suffering, several letters have been
present In sending out notices of the received by a local city official from
dates of the meeting.
persons who read the account and
The officers of the association are
as follows:
President Judge John R. MvFie.
Santa Fe.
Vice President
Prof. Hiram Had- ley. Santa. Fe.
Secretary F. W. Spencer, Albuquer
que.

Treasurer C. H. Appleton,
querque.
Delegates from all parts of the territory will be in attendance, and In
addition ta the many papers to be
read and addresses to be delivered by
prominent Sunday school workers of
New Mexico, Mrs. ma.ry Foster Bryr
for the
ner of Peoria, 111.,
International Sunday School association, who was present at the convention held in this city two years ago,
will be at the Santa Fe convention to
address those attending.
She is an
ardent worker and forceful and entertaining speaker, and the securing of
her presence at the convention will
add materially to Its Interest.
The program for the convention includes a discussion in general of the
Sunday school work accomplished in
the territory the past year, papers and
addresses by different delegates and
a rtport of the officers of the work
accomplished during the fiscal year
ending In September. The place and
date of the next year's convention will
also be fixed, at this met ting.
An auxiliary association to the New
Mexico Sunday School association has
been formed in the eastern part of
at
the territory, with headquarters
Roswell, known as tne Pecos Valley
Sunday School association, and they
will hold a meeting directly after the
conclusion of the New Mexico con
tention, probably on September !, at
j Roswell.
Mrs. Dryner will go from
tanta Fe to Rrswtll to attend this
later meeting.
The forming of this auxiliary association was made necessary by the Inadequate railroad facilities connecting
the eastern part of the territory wita
the central portion, which makes it inSOSA HIT ON
convenient for delegates from the
Pecos valley district to attend the
HEAD WITH A ROCK conventions ot the Sunday school
workers held in the central portions of
the territory.
Secretary Spencer stated that an
BY ELIJIO LUCERO DURING FIGHT
attempt would probably lie made to
EACH FINED $10 SO-- .. APbring the convention to this city next
PEALSCOURT NEWS.
.year, although Albuquerque had It
Enrique Sosa, the proprietor of a last year and the year previous tc
on that.
Spanish printing establishment
West Silver avenue, appeared in po"It will depend a great deal," said
lice court this morning with his head he, "on whether or not Albuquerque
in bandages and his shirt and coat extends an invitation to ule associacovered with bio d. Next him. on the tion to hold their next convention
prisoners' bench, sat Elijio I.ucero, here. Last year it was to have been
the cause of Sosa's gory appearance. ineld in Iteming, but at the last mo- According to the evidence of wtf- - ment we were forced to change our
nesses I.ucero and Sosa fngaged in plans and Albuquerque was the only
an altercation witnin the St. Elmo logical place to hold the convention
club rooms. Sosj was intoxicated. He on short notice, hence our securing It
hit I.ucero with a stick. I.ucerj re- nere twice In succession.
If Iteming
taliated by striking Sosa with a rock, wants it for 1907 tnat city will probseva
inflicting
serious scalp wound
ably be chosen. If not. then Albu- was later queique stanus a good cnance."
eral inches long, which
dressed by City Physician Carns. Each
was fined $10. Sosa took an appeal.
Sosa maintains that he was stabbed TRAIN NO. 8 WAS TOO
with a knife or slashed with a razor,
instead of a rock. He says he will
FAST FOR THEM
.swear out a warrant for I.ucero for
assault with a deadly weapon.
Albu

field-worke-

-

1

i

.

'

"Hill" Dugan. who. the curt says,
With much amusement to the spec
appears every railroad pay day In po- tators but to the Intense irritation of
lice court to answer to the charge of he principals, a little drama, with a
Intoxication, made his monthly pil- sprinting match at the end of it, was
grimage to the bar of justice this enacted on lue station platform last
morning.
night just as train No. 8 was pulling
"Ptisan,
slid the court. 'I'm out of the north end of the yards. Two
ashamed of you. Every pay day people, a Mr. Oberts and a Miss Weln- ' ers, had indiscreetly got too
you're here, drunk."
far from
"Shure. Mixlmr Judje. if yez'l! let the train and consequently got left,
me, I'll 'blow de burg." " pleadingly and the worse for them, they were left
said Dugan.
without any too much clothing and
"No, Dugan," the judge
replied, no funds, loth having left their money
"you'll work on the streets for 10 aboard the train. And the man had
days before you quit our midst."
unfortunately b ft his wife alxiard the
Ibigan is working.
train. They had been looking at the
out just In time to
Doniciano Pena was in such a good curios and cameleaving
the train
the station
humor w hen he appear d in court this grounds.
They made a run for It, but
,
morning to answer a charge of
no success. A hurried telegram
ami his smile was so infectious with
was sent to the woe, telling her to
that the judge let him down with a leave
Las Vegas, and
t fine. This only made Pena smile wait tillthethetrain attrain.
It was with
nex'
ttie m re. as he wtnt forth in the a
sinh of relief that they boarded
custody of an officer to "rlig up" the
train No. i.' this morning, with antici.
pations if soon recovering their own
again.
LET THE PEOPLE KEEP
Madam Seva. the Clairvoyant.
ready tor readings In palmistry and
OWN HANDS clairvoyancy. In old town, near CaPOWER
sino, en 1' ff" hand side going out on
Railroa avenue this city. She helps
you id uiiilth. wealth, p wer nnd suc3AYS GC7CRN0R STOVER IN
cess.
OF EDITORIAL IN
THE EVENING C.TIZEN.
THE STAFF OF LIFE
Is bre jd. good bread, made of tiie best
Albuquerque, Alls. HI, I'tn',.
and
most
wholesome bakers' go (is in
..Ibuqiu'rque Evening ('i:i.e;i:
niiisi heartily endorse your edi- town. To ,e had at the
PIONEER BAKERY,
torial of Wt unesday evening on the
--'"i Soutu First
Street.
very i in it a tit question (if direct primary t..v.Mcm. initiative, referendum
STOP AT THE MONARCH TODAY
and recall. Tnese three important AND SEE OUR FRUIT AND VEGEmeasures should most certainly
TABLES. A GOOD AND FULL LINE
a part of our cin.-iitun and as OF
FRUIT
AND
VEGETABLES.
we are sure '.j have ii constitutional KEPT
PERFECTLY FRESH BY OUR
(invention next w inter all siu h im- FOUNTAIN.
portant matters shouiu be thoroughly
"The Store That Does Things."
discussed before the delegates to the
con vi lit inn hiv elected.
Our Cash Clearance Sale began
The power is wilu .ie .e pie n w. .Thursday. August lnh. If you want
Hy all means let tlic-iretain it. Why genuine bargain In silks, dress goods,
linens, wash goods, etc., whv come to
surrender ii ?
If the pro) lc retain tlte right of veto this sale. You will net be disappoinno individual or corporation w iil . ted at t!.e Oolden Rule Dry Goods &o.
pf nd in iil ii time or money to secure
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
the passage of had legislation or the
delem of laws desired by the people, .to be washed over. Imnerla" Laundry
and it they rt serve the right of recall, Co.
ptiidlc uiclal will become sen ants (,f
A
for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
the peo le a. id not political
SREAD and take ro ether.
By all means
up your fisht lor
I1!"'' important measures.
SMALL
BLUE
PLUMS 4C A
iiuoxi-caiion-

five-spot-

i

Jl

'

MINING MAGNATE BRINGAS
Of Mexico, Whom New Mexico Man
Want to Cure of Leprosy
Leper Offer $5,000,000.
who want to earn that o.OOO.noo.
"1 am got a shure kure for leprozy,"

writes one man from the eastern part
"Tell the senor to
rub the Juice of a raw potato over his
skin and the disease will atop. Have
him send me the five million at once,
pleese."
Another letter received here from
a woman who thinks she can cure
Senor Ilringas, who is now traveling
inEurope seeking relief from the
dreaded disease, reads as follows:
"I read the account of the leper In
The Evening Citizen. I saw his picture there, too, and he doesn't look
too tar gone to be saved. I have a
cure for the disease, which cured my
grandfather's father, and which has
descended to our family iisa heritage.
Will yon kindly furnish me his address that I may get into communication with him" '
The address of Senor Ilringas' European bankers was sent her.
of the territory.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

B. Spitz, who went to New
York
Alhtiqutrque Is to soon have a town
City In the Interests of the B. llfeld clock, one tnat can be heard In every
company, and with a commission in part of the city as it strikes the hour.
his pocket from the twenty-sixtanThrough the generosity of Hen.
nual fair association to secure a prlie Joshua S. Raynolda the town clock
from some of the New York mer- w ill be Installed in the tower of the
chants for the baby show, or not ever ptitinc library building, at the corner
return to "the burg wot is," can now of East Railroad avenue and Edith
come back, navlng "made good" as is street. Already pians are under way
evidenced .y the following letter, re- looking to the consummation of this
ceived by Manager McCanna. from the project. .Mr. Raynolds having signified
firm of Arnold, Constable & Co., of his intentions of furnishing the funds
New York, Parts and Manchester:
necessary to purrnaalng the clock and
"New York City. Aug. 13. ISOfi.
mechanism.
"Manager P. F. McCanna. Pair AssoArchitect Spencer If In charge oi
ciation, Albuquerque, N. M.
'the construction work on the tower of
great
In
pleasure
d.nating
"We tike
iine horary buying, which Is being
to the New Mexico Fair association, raised to a height of eight feet over
at the suggestion of Mr. B. Spitz, of its original heign,, to acommodate the
B. llfeld it Co.. one pair of baby blan- clock, whose dials, four in number,
kets. Wishing you success In your un- one in each side of the tower, wlu
dertaking, we remain,
be six feet In diameter and he will also
"Yours trwly.
have charge of instiling the clock ana
"ARNOLD CONSTABLE & CO."
'
niecnanlsni.
The city has donated Ihe large bell
May Get Foot Race.
w men
formerly adorned the vacant
A. B. McGaffey. of the Morabln
Mot
company, was In the city yes- was oppositeas tne Alvarado, and which
a curfew bed. Th
used
bell,
terday fro mthe lumber camps cf weighing
l.oiK)
will to conThorenu and during his stay here took nected witn thepounds,
mac.nnery
i .'
the
up w ith the officers of the fair association the matter of swinging a foot clockr and will sound the l.o. .'8, no
strokes to be usi... The
race for $.100 u side, scheduled to take
place at Thoreau in Septemner, to bell and tower was takm i",.r,-- fler-jney- ,
by
Street Commission?.this city, as a fair attraction.
the assistance of tho ColThe race Is to be between an In- orado with
Telephone
company. The tower
dian and the lumber jack, Rosencranz, will be
takm to the Central High
a sprinter wno can (.t his P0 yards school grounds,
and another
and
In 10 flat, and the $500 side bet Is alsmaller bell purchased to be used for
ready up. Mr. McGaffey will endeavor .sounding
the curfew,
to have the foot racers come here dur"Owing to the height of the tower
ing the fair to decide their wager, inon the library building," said Archi-ites- t
stead of at Thonau, and he Is confiSpencer today, in conversation
dent of Bticcess.
Iwith a Cltlz.cn representative, "the
1 ne present wager Is the result of
a race ran last Sunday at Thoreau clock, when it strikes the hour, can
between the same parties, at. which easily be heard all over the city. The
time the Indian came out victor. The clock and mechanism w... be purchain tne east and shipped here as
fair association officials have taken up sed
the matter with Mr. McGaffey and the soon as possible. Possbily within an-- j
foot racers, and will endeavor to have other month the clock will be installed
them pull off the event here during 'and In working order.
"There will be four dials, one on
the twenty-sixtannual fair.
(
. . . .. .
.
. :
fiorh
III
" ""i"i (kr K tvjwci, bix
diameter.
The mechanism cf the
will
clock
be in tne attic of the buildTHE OFFICIAL CALL
ing, below tne dials and bell.'

OF CENTRAL

COMMITTEE

MEETING OF TERRITORIAL
REPUBLICANS AS ISSUED BY H.
O. BURSUM YESTERDAY.

IMPORTED
MUNCHEN
Kansas City Market.
ON DRAUGHT,
AT
Kansas City, Aug. 17. Cattle receipts. 2.000; market, slow, steady; WHITE ELEPHANT.
native steers, $4.o0fi .4o; southern
steers, $2,754 4.00; southern cows.
$2.oofft 3 25; native cows and heifers.
$2.o0r S lid; Ktockers and feeders, $2.'io

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blfc 93

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

flOF-BRA-

THE

BORRADAILE & CO,

LIGHTNlilil!
DANGEROUSLY

NEAR

FRANK

SICKELS SAYS THAT HE
PREFERS EARTHQUAKES TO
ETHEREAL ELECTRICITY.

"iil take a chance ai the earthquakes. Give me a little seasickness
every time to being struck by lightning. "

This was what Frank P. Sickels of
Socorro said to a number of friends
who surrounded him at the local station last night as he waited for a
train to take him back to the Gem
City. He came from the northern
part of the territory, where he had
been working with a geological survey corps of engineers.
During a
thunder storm the early part of the
week he was knocked down and nearly killed by lightning. "I saw lightning strike a tree near by and that
was all I knew for several hours,"
was the way Mr. Sickels explained
how it happened.
Ills companions
found him shortly after the bolt
struck, in an unconscious condition.
He was removed to camp where the
application
of
soon
stimulants
brought him back to life again. His
body bore no burns or bruises us evidences of having been struck by
lightning, but It Is quite evident that
It struck dangerously near him.
Both Telephones.
GOOD THINiS TO EAT.
NATIVE SWEET POTATOES
NATIVE BLUE GRAPES
NATIVE WHITE GRAPES
CLING STONE PEACHES
FREE STONE PEACHES
CONCORD GRAPES
ROCKV FORD CANTALOPES
SICKLE
PLUMS

bo-se-

E.

S. STOVER.

POUND,

AT MALOY S.

For Saturoay
Home

Cooking
-

113', WEST

liftii

i

A. M.
2

JJK'ICAII

CHIPPED BEEF
COTTAGE CHEESE

Better

Than

Home-Made- .

0

-

YOUR

IN

-

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
oo-o--oo-

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

I. IN K OF

CVKKS
Always

on Hand.

j

j

f

12 0

H.'t

1

BARNETT,

West

Prop'r.

Railroad Avenue

iii

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
:

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND

B

CLUB ROOMS

TO
THE LADIES:
weuther is here too warm to wash and iron. Bend your

Waists and White Presses to us. We will laundry them cor
rect!y Hod will deliver them to you In
nice bos they will not be
crubluM or wrlukltnl. Domestic or glues finish.
of Postoffics.
the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319: Colo, Red U8.

.

(Back
Isi

aV

a

Stiii-- i

o

"Coed Things to Eat."

-

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

oo-ooo-o-

I

-

AVE.

NUT

Ul'TTKK

-

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

STEVENS & POWYER, Proprietors

VEAL LOAF
CHICKEN SALAD
POTATO SALAD
BOILED TONGUES
BUILED HAM

-

telephone makes the
lighter, the cares lets,
and the worries fewer.

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD

-

duties

mamM

K000CO0Os000

Department.

-

The

vm

"M"f
in

AVINUk

RAILROAD

0
0
0
I Convenience - Comfort - Security

C. E. HODG1N, Registrar

u

J. RICHARDS

A.

(Administration Building)

In Our

nit ans a tine cigar. There U a fascination in a White Lily speclalu cigar
even to those who
that is
do not use tohacco. It Is not bard to
account for, however, because it Is
the highest type of a domestic cigar,
Havana filled, Sumatra wrapped, hand
made. It haH many Imitators, bo ue
sure ami get the real thing.

WATERMELONS (Guaranteed)
A FULL LINE OF VEGETABLES
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things To Eat."

00

Avenua

AN ATTRACTIVE SMOKE

PEARS

t!

i

117 West Rsllrosd

itiVa

CREAM

CO

THE BLUE FRONT

BARTLETT PEARS

Reistrctiota Begins at 9:00

IF YOU WANT
PEACHES OR
PLUMS TO PRESERVE COME AND
HEADQUARSEE US. WE ARE
TERS. J. W. ANDERSON & CO.

And Careftfl Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at It 7 West Railroad Avenue

The Williams Dttig Company

f

CREAM

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

n mi mymnnm wij i.ljixiw
jywjyjip ra iiHUii'iiiiii.i.iaji..
J. mi
fliiiH
I

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especlnlly, if she tells yon to order
sack of
EMPRE88 FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it you should (or
get the order), that yon could not
flrst-clal- a
find it, for every
handles EMPRESS. You rrOl always
And good bread, good biscuit, goo
pastry aad most ' Important of alL
good cheer to greet you wtheo yo
come home for your dinner.- Try tt
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress
all others.

HIM

Opens Monday, August 20

AND FOUR WOUNDED
Warsaw. Aug 17. During yesterday through ut Poland li ven policemen and one gendarme wt re killed
and four policemen wounded.

THE JAFFA GROCERY

292

AGENTS

University of New Mexico

1

POLICEMEN KILLED

igrig.ffTtiTirMBtgMMaaBal

Auto.' Phone

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

4. Ml;

Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

N. M.

Il--

8.2.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Albuquerque,

(

30-x-

ELEVEN

Railroad Ave.,

0

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

j

Spelter.

bulls. J2.IHIfi 3 LT. rilv.u t 'iii
45.00; w estern fed steers, $:i.5n? tt.no
western ted cows, $2.'i'ifj 4.00.
Stieep
receipts.
l.outl:
murk',
strong, muttons, $4. 25'a 5.75: lambs.
$1; oufi 7. t;ii: range wethers, $ I Tiofi 5.9o
fed fl'S, $ i.tlllff j.tiu.

308-31-

j

St. Louis, Aug. 17.

n

Mlbert
Faber
i

half-hou-

Headquarters Republican Territorial
Spelter, steady,
Central Committee, Santa. Fe. N.
5.!!3',4.
M., August 16, 1906.
"i
A meeting of the members of the
St. Louis Wool Market.
Territorial Republican Central comSt. liuls, Aug. 17. WoM market, mit tee
of New ...exio is
hereby
steady and unchanged.
called to assemiile atthe Commercial
club in the city of Albuquerque at
Metal Market.
New York, Aug. 17. Lead and cop- 10 o'clock on tne morning of Wednis-day- ,
Sept. f, 19(10. for the purpose of
per, steady, unchanged.
calling and setting a day for the
I meeting
of the republican convention
Money Market.
Now York, Aug. 17. Money on'call, (o nominate a canuiua'.e tor a delegate
steady, 3(S 34 percent ;' mercantile pa- ta the tioth congress of Uh united
per, outfit!. Bar silver, t;t
States and to transact such other
business as may properly come beGrain and Provision.
fore the meeting.
Chicago, Aug. 17. Close:
Proxies will not be recognized unWheat St pt. 70 V: Dec. 73'ic
less held by citizens of the same coun(Vrn Sept. 43'j,c; Dec. 43c.
ty of which the member win gives
Oats Sept. 29c; Dec.
the proxy Is a resident.
Pork tept. $17; Jan. $13.32.
Every number of the committee is
Lard hept. $S.fi7.j!: Oct. $8.2Vfe.
urgently requested to be present In
Ribs Sept. $7.90; Oct.
pers. n as matters of great moment
to the people of the territory and to
Chicago Livestock.
republican party will be disChicago, Aug. 17. Cattle receipts, the
cussed, considered and disposed of.
2.300; market, slow and steady. Hee-vcH. O. M'RSUM.
$3.90&6.75; cows and heifers.
Chairman.
$1.35(11 .1.1 j;
stockers and feeders,
V.
S AFFORD, Secretary.
CHARLhs
$2.40(&6.5o; 'lexans, $3.75ft LriO; calChairman Ilurstim arrived In the
ves, $5.25(fi7.25.
city last n.ghf-- from .e headquarters
in Santa Fe, and spent the day here
Stock Market.
New York, Aug. 17. Closing slin ks: In conference with local politicians. As
yesterday the meeting will take
Atchison
9t'itis stated
place at lo o'clock, on the date menDo pfd
loo "B
tioned, in ihe rooms of the
New York Central
144
club. 11' i the intintiou of the memPensylvania
143rSt
bers of the committee from thin secSouthern i acific
S7'i tion
of the country to make a hard
L'nlon Pacific
178'4 fight to
swing the convention to this
Do pfd
4i city,
bu: according to Chairman Bur-suCopper
120
it will prtibablv be called for a
43
date later than the fair.
D
pfd
I11714

"
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Opening of the New Road Marks Outline of Program-M- rs.
Foster Bryner.
Epoch In History of a
to Be Present.
Crowing City.
With M. O. Chadbourne at the motor, car No. 2 Initiated the lumber
mill extension this morning by making three Biieesalve trips from Railstreet
road avenue to the Eighth
switch without nilwhap. The car left
Railroad avenue on the first trip at
9:?,(i o'clock.
On board beside Mr.
Chadbourne and the Cltiten reporter
w re
Frank
Manager
Assistant
the
of
Starts, D. A. Macpherson
Morning Journal. J. H. McCutchen of
the Industrial Advertiser and a China"
mi n. and in Just four minutes after
leaving ihe down town switch No. 2
stood on the track at the Eighth
street switch.
The track was very smooth, considering that it was new, and the
cuives were made easily and without
accident. The track runs straight
north on Second street to New York,
thence west on New York to Sixth
street, where It curves a few feet to
the south, following a Jog in the avenue at that place. Then it goes
straight on again to the switch, which
Is Just half way between Eighth and
Ninth street. On leaving the switch
it continues straight west on New
York to Keleher avenue, where NewYork veers off to the north. Looking
west from Eighth one catches a view
of the road at an angle. The shining
white poles, spanned by shiny wires,
with the glistening steel rails run
ning between, make a very pretty
scene. It is a thrilling scene, that
sets
one's home pride
pulse. It speaks in accents loud that
growing
Albuquerque is
fast. The
lumber mill extension as more the
appearance of a suburban line than
the Old Town line.
The Eighth street switch is not yet
completed so that was as far as the
Initial run could be made. The people
living along the route came out to see
the first car on the new line. Su
perintendent Chadbourne sounded the
gong loudly in the hitherto undisturbdogs
unfamiliar
ed precincts, and
wi'.h the "no pushee, no pullee, biu
go likee
alle saniee" car gave cry
and children yelled for joy as the car
went bowling by.
.
The opening of the new line marks
an epoch in the history of the territorial metropolis. The new line will
in
operation
be put in permanent
about two weeks.

From

CIHZEN.

SHOW GETS
ONE

i

TRACK

EVENING

Imperial Laundry Co.

B

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX

and clear complexion.
If you care ct u'.l f r licauty, if you
want your skin to lie sofi, clear ant!
velvety, if you want it to look fresh and
youthful nnd feel fresh and comfortable,

just

use

was sitting on a porch In Shefone Sunday atternoon, with Oen.
Booth," said Dr. Glnner. "Booth had
just begun his religious reform agitation, and some of his followers were
shouting in the street nearby. I suggested to Gen. B o'n that If be would
dress bis followers In uniform and call
to bis assistance music, he would stir
the bignest emotions in tbe human
soul. He took my advice and foundeu
great order..'
When Dr. olnner saw Booth's and
Dowle's projects succeed, he was filled
with a desire to become rich and
great himself. He spent years of
thought and study on the new religion
REV. SAMUEL O
he was Just, ready to give to the world
when the officers of the law took him
and finally confined him In the peni- price to dentists in this country.
tentiary.
Leaving the business of shipping
Glnner's life ba been a queer one. teeth to America, he. became a surHis first experience In the medical geon in the English army, a position
profession, he says, was secured in he held for several years. Then he
South Africa when fifteen years of came to America again and after gainage. Accompanied by a number of ing a residence in Camden, N. J., he
slave nunters, his business was to was candidate for congress In 1880.
extract teeth from the negro abori- Being defeated, ho came to Pittsburg,
gines, 'inese teeth sold at a good where he practiced medicine and pro
limit also set for the Colorado to
cut its way back to the Alamo and
stop Interfering with the water supply of the Imperial farmers.
In a recent trip made to the point
where the waters of tue Colorado divide and partly go to Sharp's heading and partly to New river, a party
consisting cf Ed. Forrester. W. A.
Van Horn and Ira Alten made
soundings at that place and found
that the stream flowing into Sharp's
heading was nine feet deep and 100
feet wide. The stream to New
river was 400 feet wide and too
pole.
deep to fatnom with a
The discovery of this possiole danger to the water supply of the valley
in the flowing of the larger portion
of the river to New river has made
possible the controlling of the river
at this point In plenty of time to
make the repairs now under way at
the intake and at other points be

.i

ALBUQUERQUE

Get a bottl;
and wholesome.
on your own face,
merit
and prove its
hands.
nnd
neck, arms
to-da- y

IslffL

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

mmmm

EOKufi GINNh- numerous religious and commercial sciiemes.
Dr. Glnner established the Order of
Minnehaha In St. Paul, Minn., waich
flourished Kr two years. '1 ne ritual
and secret work of the order were
taken from Ixingiuellow's Hiawatha.
Dr. Glnner Is 62 ytars old. He was
convicted of performing a criminal
operation.
moted

fore the sixty days at up.
The New river channel is cutting
toward the Alamo branch 15 feet
deep and has forced itseli to witlun
less than five miles from a Junction.
It is figured that, unless Immediate
repairs are undertaken there is a possibility cf tne New river robbing the
valley of Its water and draining the
Alamo urancii.
The railroad wnich Is building
from Pilot Nob to the Intake has
been announced In the Southern
offices to be scheduled lor completion on beptember 1. A levee Is
being constructed along the bank of
the river and a large force of men
is at work rushing me grading. The
road will be used to haul gravel and
rock to tne repairs oeing undertaken
at tiie intake.
The Southern Pacific Is confident
of soon conquering tne floods. This
Is In a way evidenced by the land
Pa-c.ii- c

deal recently reported in the columns
of the Evening Index in which the
Southern Pacific had expended over a
million in 'purchasing the holdings of
the Holton Power company and other
parties.
DO YOU KNOW

That the day of pianos being a luxury
has passed, and that they are now 8
necessity. If you don't know it call
In

at our store, examine our

world-famo-

Territorial Fairs lot quarter of a century,
bat nothing like this.

us

line of goods, and you will
then understand.
We are sole representatives of dic
kering & Sons, Everett, Kimball and
other well known makes.
All pianos reduced in price for next
ten days.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.
o
A Mystery Solved.
"How to keep off periodic attacks of
biliousness and habitual constipation
was a mystery that Dr. King's New
Life Pills solved for me," writes John
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. The
only pills that are guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
money refunded. Only 25c at all druggists.

.."TfP.
tmMm

a.
No.
No.
No.

&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"

i.:5

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

Southbound.
El Taso train, departs at 12:35

DINING
PULLMAN
8LEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

m.
1
7
3

runs direct to Los Angeles.
runs direct to San Francisco.

runs direct to Los Angeles and
San FranclBco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.

On all

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

...SANTA fTbRANCH...
Effective December JO, J 905
Eastbound.
No. 426.

Westbound.
Stations.

Santa Fe Central Railway System

No. 425.

Pueblo
11:05 pu
3:00am
Colo. Springs
4:35am
9:40 pm
7 : 30 a m
Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00 pm
Espanola
12:51pm
1:26 p m
11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p m
3:00pm
Barranca
11:36 pm
10:29 p m
4:02 pm
Servllleta
4:32pm
10:00p m
Tree Piedras
.6:45pm
8:10 pm
Antonlto
8:30pm
6:40 am
Alamosa
2:11pm
12:26 p m
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.

much as

Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, Sllvertot
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Puoblo and
intermediate points, via elUber the
standard gauge line via La veta Paav
or the narrow gauge via Saltda, making tbe entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE Also for all points on tbe
Creede branch.
Traveling Freight
A. S. BARNEY,
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

Schlitz.

i

Galveston's Sea Wall
makes life now as safe in that city as
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
who resides on Dutton street. In
Waco. Tex., needs no sea wall for
rifety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Discovery for consump
tion the past live years and It keeps
me well and safe. Before that time
I had a cough wnlcu for years baa
been growing worse. Now It's gone."
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
whooping cough and prevents pneumonia.
Pleasant to take. Every uot-tlguaranteed at all druggists. Price
50c and II. Trial bottle free.
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through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated- - advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

Common beer, i:;.i:u!iv, col:s vou just as

1

'I

DENVER

Local freight train, No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and car
ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:vj

rj;

I

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
(la effect July 1. 1906.)
Monday, and get is back Wednesday.
Eastbound.
Imperial Laundry Co.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. m., departs 8:25 a, m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives JV.it
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago ft Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:43 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7: St
p. m., departs 8:16 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs

And over, Schlitz beer has been famous
because of its purity. When it was brewed
in a hut it was brewed by 'a master, aim-in- g
at new ideals. Now our output exceeds
a million barrels annually.
Our agencies
dot the whole c:.r:h. Yet we still double
the necessary cost of our brewing, to make
certain that the product b p;;iv.

Maneuvers by United 8tates Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montexuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladles' Half-Mll- e
Race.

No. 27
P. m.

' '

I

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

p. m.

u4sk for the Brewery Bottling.
Common beer is sometimes substir'nt f y.- To avoid being imposed upon, see l..ut i.'.j ij;:': or

ABI
V

once a day. You will both sec nnd feel
the delightful effect nt once. It will
clear the sweat jilnndsof nil oily impurities nnd render your complexion fresh

ml

m

TERRITORY

Magnolia
Balm

ject.

The Southern Pacific is constantly
reminded by the rise ct the waters
in Salton sea that there are but few
days of grace before the floods will
reach the track and compel the Southern Pacific lines to seek other rlgnts
of way.
The sea last week rose one foot
and it is estimated that long before
sixty days are up the waters will be
above the rails. Sixty days 1s the

NEW fiiEXICO

Hagan's

"I
' field,

SUPPLY OF IMPERIAL
VALLEY MAY BE DESTROYED
bV NEW RIVER'S DRAINING
ALAMO BRANCH, WHICH IS
NOW IMMINENT.

17, 1908.

It is possible for every woman
of moderately gnoA health t' possess
the chief attribute .f beauty a spotless

Special Correspondence.
Pittsburg. Aug. 17. Founder and
lidshop of the Church of America, president tf tto order of Minnehaha and
Open, Son o the Morning S'ar, pn
of a corporation for the manufacture of suspenders, a practicing
originator of a scheme for
the regeneration of the world and
claiming to have Inspired the projects
that have been carried out by Dowle
and Qen. Boom, Rt. Rev. Samuel Geo.
Glnner, D. D., LL. D.. and the possessor of many other titles has Just started serving a term of ( ne year In a
Western penitentiary.
His Incarceration has Interrupted
a remarkable career, for he had his
plans all made for leasing one oi the
largest theaters In the city for the
purose of launching a new religious

WATER

AUGUST

can
If she will.

RELIGION AND LANDED IN A CELL

DY INFLOW TO SALTON SEA

FRIDAY,

wMmm

WAS PREPARING TO LAUNCH NEW

NEW DANGER THREATENED

EVENING CITIZEN.

m as

PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

wm

199 OR 265.

TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
TO 8TOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.
W. H. HAHN A CC.

8UNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. 8teamsblp tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago,' Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
I. B. ORIMSHAW.
sr
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treat
A. L. ORIMSHA.W.
J. P. LYNG,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Past. Kgv
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES
a

0
m

8

KO04

Comrades, Attention !
March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
Right

Face-Forwar-

d

of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be

extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with Joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 60 cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

T. E. PURDY, Agent
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN

AND

GET THE NEWS

FRIDAY,

AUGUST

ALBUQUERQUE

17,1906.

WEARS

VET

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

I

Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

FULL

HAD III

!.

II

"Lovers and Lunatics"

pags CEvrn

CITIZEN.

RIG

Ml!

CIIIIL

EVENING

I

1

STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church

iff

.

1

1

prises. Land and climate especially
adapted to fruit raising.
Uernalillo County County seat, Albuquerque; land office, Santa
fre.
Area unreserved
government Hand,
21'o.ll'5 acres.
Land mostly mounr-- v:
tainous, little fitted for agriculture
uuless irrigated. Water developed by
sinking of wells.
Grant County County seat. Silver
City; land office. Las Cruces. Area
unreserved government land,
874 acres.
Land suitable for agriculture and fruit raising.
Must be
Irrigated. Oood grazing land. Water
:for Irrigation obtained from streams.
Guadalupe
Leonard Wood
and
county seats, ciuyton and
Railroad Issues an Instructive counties
Clayton,
Santa Rosa; land offices,
Roswell and Santa Fe. Area unre
holder For Enngntenment
served government
land, 2,G36,y4
acres In Guadalupe county and 2,415,-02- 3
of Homeseekers.
acres In Leonard Wood county.
Adapted to grazing. Vast amount of
As an example of what the Santa flood water wasted which If properly
Fe Is doing to advertise the west, to- stored would irrigate large number
day this office received a folder Is- of acres. Iand very fertile. Excelsued by the advertising department lent opportunities to obtain agriculLands tural and grazing lands under homeof the road entitled, "Free
Along the Santa Fe; Where They Are stead and desert acts.
seat,
County County
Torrance
and How to Get to Them." These
words occupy the back and front, Torrance; land office, Roswell and
while inside the cover Is a great fund Santa Fe. Area unreserved
of information for the homeseeker, nient land, 2,148,462 acres. ILand! Minneapolis. Aug. 17. Probably no
e
man has attracted more attention
dealing with the laws under which adapted to stock raising and
land may be homesteaded or pre- ture. Excellent land for dry farm during the Grand Army reunion. a:id
ing.
of
water
to be derived particularly in the big parjde today,
Plenty
empted and where they are to be
from pumping shallow wells. Excel- - tnan Geo. u. uurlingame, of Cleveland.
found and what they are good for.
New Mexico and Arizona receive lent opportunities tor outaining goou He appeared In the parade wearing
lands under homestead the hat, clothes and accoutrements
Che benefit of several pages, which agricultural
include a map of the two territories, OUU UtOCJ HI IS.
ntfe
'
c,'he U8ed
f" thecarrv'
es
wot inc.uaea in
Civ., war over 40 ve.ira
with counties outlined and railroads
I
running through them. Beginning tn,r
The hat
with bullet holes,
alla ran.(in
land offices.
re and Clay-I.h- e
Unanaaplf
Khnn, ,h'
with the Fecos valley, the pamphlet
ton
,
Kovernmem marUs of long aru narJ
of each
deals with the resources
,.
.
....
laud
to stock
.'.v....
county In turn.
raising
agriculture
and horticulture.
The New Mexico contribution 10
'
the pamphlet Is as follows:
Va jlat before the close of tne war
'i.
VV
piS,JI!"'P.,,Se- any1fer; and which Burliugame never Had ocPecos Valley.
tL
valleys.
.,, ,
,.
l;
Chavez County County seat,
County
County
Luna
.
.
Deni- ..
.. . ..,.11 l
seat.
.L
unland office, Roswell. Area
offlceV Las. V"1": .. .A:ea Shell through t.ie explosion of which
.
reserved government land, 5,278.10U
was badlv wt.unded and
acres. Grazing, rolling prairie land,
is
cu i
a....
chum killed at,he battle of
adapted to farming and stock raising. culture
irrigated.
be
Must
Water
Htchg
Ru
Land can not be cultivated without obtainable from wells. No
canals ac- Irrigation. Canals accessible and the
but are in contemplation.
government reservoir now under con- cessible,
McKinley
County County seat,
OFFICIAL MATTERS
struction will reclaim a large area. Gallup;
office, Santa Fe.
Area
Iand obtainable under homestead, unreservedlandgovernment
land,. 890,1 4ti,
'desert and script law.
acres.
Adapted
grazing chiefly. s,x HOMESTEAD ENTRIES IS THE
Eddy County County seat, Carls- Valuable timber intosouthern
part.
RECORD OF THE SANTA FE
Area unbad; land office, Roswell.
LAND OFFICE.
reserved government land, 3,835,991
The
bring
lu
Santa
to
the
effort
Fe.
to a better
Mostly prairie
adapted
acres.
education
reach
The land office officials are hav-Water of its employes, has within the
grazing. Must be irrigated.
founded a
ing troubles of their own this
obtainable from artesian wells. No
on
system
its
and has
Not much
They are short handed at
canals In contemplation.
a campaign of education that month.
opportunity tor settlers to obtain ag- started
will result In the uplifting of every present and almost swamped with fildesSixty-six
original homestead
ricultural lands. Homestead and
Santa Fe employe who embraces the ings.
are
ert laws most favorable.
for the first ten
entries
recorded
chance
an
and
opening
possibilities
of
s;
County
seat,
County
Roswell
and opportunities which will result !"a,s " ,,,e mo,H" an"
Clayoffices,
Roswell
and
land
In
The plan of ihe "av" ueen ,uaue Blnte lo "nn8 lDe
governnieut ha IUhisa advancement.
ton. Area unreserved
uu iu a iiiiiiiiitrii.
KB Is tn eutnhl Mh a ruilnu itia.
luii.t.iva
Adapted
1.573,151
to
acres.
land.
room in every station.
Books and colln,y sli1' continues to be away nnd
many
In
agriculture.
grazing and
reading matter are at the disposal of" above al of the others In the district,
parts irrigation not necessary. Oood the employe. Touring
lecturers teli;bolng credited with nearly
underground
supply of water and
him of scientific triumphs and good!0? tho8e flleU for the 11181 ten day"
streams at depth of one hundred feet companies will render high class uf AuBU8t- San Miguel county
for Irrigating purposes. Good opporenjoyment. The Santa p,es 8ecorl(i Place wiclr twelve for
and Fe footsforthehisbills
tunities to secure agricultural
way
ii?e corresponding period. In detail
grazing land. Well adapted for grain the employe to getandallln hethiscan outaids
buHlnu88 done at the local land
ofthe
and fiiul growing. One of the bet lite.
office up to the tenth of this month
opportunities to obtain a free home
is as follows:
In the west.
""n'stead. enries, 6:" acres.
Summer Diarrhoea ,n Children
Mfilla and Rio Grande Valleys.
tne not weatuT of the ium-ki- o sn; desretv. land entries, 3; acres,
o..e rc- Dona
Ana County County seat, mer months the first unnatural loose- Las Cruces; land office, Las Cruces. ness of a child's bowels should have
The homestead emries were dividgovernment
land, Immediate attention, so as to c"neck
Area unreserved
1,937, 4:t; acres.
Land mountainous. the disease before it becomes serious. ed among the following counties of
Adapted to agriculture and grazing. no wiui is necessary is a few doses the dlslriet:
uua.iaiupe.
Must be Irrigated. Water obtainable cf Chamberlain's Colin rhnl.r.
'V.'.1"10- - - ol'i"1McKinley, none- - Mora. 1 : Rio Ar- n ' j t - V
from wells and ditches along the Rio
Sa" M,g!l '
Grande river. No canals accessible.
of castor oil to cleance the system,
"q
f,f"d 3;
none:
'
Socorro County County seat, So- Rev. M. O. Stockland,
of
42;
Taos. 1: Torr.-ir.cecorro; land offices. Las Cruces and Hrst M. E. churc.
Ue TFafls. Minn
Santa Fe. Area unreserved govern- writes: vVe have used Chamberlain's!
ment land, 8,143.683 acres. Adapted Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
j
, i.,,. ,. ,,.,,.,.,,..1
to grazing. Large area of agricultur- for several years and find it a very
.'.."."d'-I"""
by
ditches valuable remedy, especially for sum-- ,
al land. May be irrigated
no.
rr.,.1
and pumping plants. No canals ac- mer disorders ln children." Sold by all
ItheEvmsChemici.C-)'".'' "" "" '""
many
in
cessible. Artesian wells
druggists.
CINCINNATI,
Halt tij I(raK(Ul,
Opportunities for settlers
sections.
.
,u p.ji'i wrnpper,
A Citizen Want ad does the work
under desert and timber laws.
IT eiprowo. prwpmd,
tof
1.00. or I ltllc. - 75.
Sierra County County seat, Hills-bor- Try one.
CirculM
ua
ttauaii.
Ml
land office. Las Cruces. Area
unreserved government laud, 1,'UO,-htl- ti
acres. Adapted to agriculture in
Irrigation
requited.
the valleys.
ag.7.1,
Water for irrigation obtained from
No
Rio Grande and other streams.
canals accessible, but government
dam under construction at Elephant
Hutte will reclaim large area. Homestead law mosi fa voi able.
Valencia County County teat, Las
S0 10 O
Animas; land office, Santa Fe; area
government
2.019,-acres.
land,
unreserved
Adapted to agriculture
raising.
Irrigation
necesand fruit
sary. Water derived from Rio Graude
HELEN IS 111 Mil. ICS SOCT1I OF ALHl'QL'KR-3lE- .
rich
Soil
productand I'uerco.
and
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OP THE .MAIN
ive when irrigated.
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEAD!. Ml
Mora County County scat, Mora;
CAST
AND WEriT FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
hn.d offices, Clayton and Santa Fe.
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO HAN
government
Area unreserved
land,
71S,l'iS acres. Adapted lo stock raisLOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
ing ami farming.
Smiic agricultural
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
lauds susceptible of cultivation withPASO AND TEXAS.
Water for irrigation
out irrigation.
i.immi nrsuxi:ss and residence lots,
obtained trim springs and well. No
140 FEET. LAID OCT WITH BROAD S AND 7
canals accessible. Artesian wells may
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 2l FEET WIDE.
be secured.
San Miguel County County seat.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND I'UHLIC PAKE
Las VeL-as-;
land offices, Clayton and
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
PUBLIC
TREES;
Santa Fe. Area unreserved governSCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING
:.mki; CHURCHES;
Adapted
1.554.577
acres.
ment land.
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.5
to grazing and twilh irrigation) to
PEOPLE;
LARGE MERCANTILE
SEVERAL
many
farmagriculture,
lu
sections
ENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
ing
irrigation
feasible.
without
MIU., CAPACITY l'.n BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
Abundance of water ways make IrriWINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
gation easy.
seat,
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
Santa Fe County Cour.ty
Saira Fe. Area unreserved governWOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
ment laud, 47U.390 acres. Lands
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
adapted
Some lands
to grazing.
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD
CITY IN
very
available fur agriculture.
Sod
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
fertile, capable of irrigation.
Water
supply j nude. Enlargement of irrigation systems under contemplation.
seat,
Sandoval
County County
Uernalillo;
laud office.
Santa Fe
Area unreserved government
land,
'!'4.1!m acres. Land snltable for graz-ir- s
d
acre-at- e
and agriculture,
-susceptible of irrigation.
ExcelS3?
OJLJIUI1
lent opiioitun ty fcr Irrigation enter-- '

UiNDSALONGTHE
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FE

Meclded to
am pleased to acknowlttge fcelpt
as a most satisfactory settMnent.
I was one of your first
twenty yeirs have paid tin preniiiin.s

accept option No. 1. I tnere-forof your check f'r H.lbO. ,

th's city. During the

In

luuy protects you as w quamy. a
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop la in the hands of skilled men and la equipped with
all necessary aprpllancea for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up. write or call

past

to protect my family. Just as
have paid fire insurance pemiunis to protect my property, and now.
I
I
wun
Are Insurance.
find
contrast
have made a most profitable
Investment; I have not on!; had $".noo life
for twenty
years, but an the premiums nald during those years have been reii
In
cash, and addition, Itih7.no.
turned to me
..us is a practical
oemonst ration of your carcM economical management.
1
It is needless to say tint heartily commend the Pacific Mutual
Yours very trnlv.
Life to the insuring public,
M. A. NEWMARK.
Room 1,

I

i'fii ""rT1'

17. 1906.
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SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILL the COUCH

and

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
WITH

.

Pries

OUGHSand

BOo&JI.OO
Free Trial.

Surest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BAC?

HuTer
J

ANN & SON.

COLORADO
Duhitli

AND THE NORTHWEST.

JH

ILM

AT

KORBER

T1

'

--

j.i'

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerqne

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

f

MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE.
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE. GALENA.
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem
phis,
lcksturg, Evansvllle. Ind.:
Nashville. Tenn.; AtlanU, Ga.; Jack-...?nvIUe. Fla.. and all other points In
'be south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

W. E.

Meats.

INSURANCE,

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
In

y

--

I

Sole Agents.

0. W. Strong's Sons

199.

,

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

St

M.

RANKIN & CO.

Dealers ln Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Qraln and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Clgara. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

A. E. WALKER.

8TRONO BLOCK.

riRm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building esoei
at 217 West Hallroad

tlon. Office
avenue.

UNDERTAKERS
and

MONUMENTS

?"t

Second 8L, Both Phonea.

211 N

DRAGOIE

M.

SuiiTinteQdents
Palrvle
Sir Barbara Cemeteries

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

Mauger.

rort a or a ot

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

Bond.

& EAKIN

&

Office, 115 North

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
i
General Repair Shop.
10,
Room
N. T. Armljo Building. J
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KY.

LI N

with Kaaoe

L. H. SHOEMAKER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

(VIE

MAUGER

WOOL

SLEYSTETR

7. Am

CHICAGO.

GOME

&

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Telephone.
Building,
174.
Masonic
North Third Street.
Automatic

Bottled
,

J.

Meat Market

THE CELEBRATED

m

-

-

St.

tk.m

'

,' v

Thos. F. Keleher

Steam Sausage Factory.

FROM

l
fV

.

aXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
SCREEN TIME
and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES;
changed.
la' here. Doer end Window
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
screens mads to order.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. PalALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
metto Hoof Paint; lasts five years and
Copper Avenue.
stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and mcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxiccoocooom
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt

THE SHORT LINE

Paul, Minneapolis,

"rY

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

""

viycor

Illinois Central R.R.

To--

Mill

tmm!

0NSUMPTI0N
OLDS

ic

--

eiLnone:

y

trreira-larit-

UOTT CHEMICAL CO.. itoU,Ob

VOK SALE BY

e.

i

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

ho
of or pun
known remritv fur wonmn ratiAli
thf tn. Cannot do tmrin life
ny raitti. nnin nv arunisiti

two-thir-

"i:

are'l,!!

tl"n.,;T!ieV

Pur-talo-

l-

WeaknM,
oreotn
anil uinttflms,iij.TeAf

unininliourt. tttdiiiK
toirlrUat
nrt botly.
rHupmrnt

1

LuTlJ

at tier parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, It prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre- -t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin end Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Gfneral Bctldfng Supplies
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and lair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
Both Phones
Third and Marqucttt
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of the3e preparations are purely
vegetable compounds. Have Jurt added a vibrator machine for trait ment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
& par. tnml nf T.lirhtnlnv
We hflVA received
.
.
j 10- sen
uoj buu im uruor
It Is also used for rheumatic :n, pains them right out we will make a very lowv uprice,yt baaed
on spot cash coat to
and massage
h
II
rr
AM
anft
1nnl ft!
Mrs. Bambini,

209

SIMON

pennyroyal pills
They

quasl-universi- ty

Works

Cara; lhaftlan
Pulleys, Qrade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa rrrate
fer
Buildings.
Ropmtrm eit Mining mnd Mill Mmohlnory m Bnoolmtty
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
AJsiqaeraae, H. M.

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
The unders!Sned Is prepared to
mflk trin. to nH fmm tha Mfi,r.t.
a
truer u-- r inniue
i.. WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
formation desi,
can be secured
We desire patronage and we guarGeorge H. Moore. No. 113 West
antee first class baking.
Kanroad avenue,
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
JAMES T, JOHNSTON.

aKi-'h-

Machine

. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Caatlnga; Ore, Coal and Lumber
.

RIONEER BAKERY

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

"r-d- r

occu-mus-

R. OTERO,

Register.

V,

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Write For Agency.

a-

MANUEL,

Ros-wel-

CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERA8 AVENUE.

Northern Arlmona

t--

-'

-

PUBLICATION.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intsntlon to make final proof
In support oi his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New --lexlco, on
September 5, 1906, viz.:
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albu
querque, Bernalillo county, New Mex-- i
SEVl. Section 10;
vJiionmV XE
Section 11, Township 10
north, Range 5 east.
He nanus the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation
of raid land, viz. i
.... J ;
i
rvisuiu,
Illn ' T"UJ'"U
riui;
rlo Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca. allot
Carpenter, New Mexico.

Zu'r:

1--

FOR

(Homestead Entry No. 62C3.)
Department of the In rlor. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July

1'.
.,,

,1

S.

More final homestend entrl's are
ready to be recorded.
The total number of homestead en
tries since January 1 Is 1,14'; acres
entered, 161,847. Total nunber of
final homestead entries, 108; acres
entered, 16,515. Total number of desert land entries, 146; acrei entered,
18.943.
The total number of entries
of all kinds since January 1, 1906, Is
1,347; acres entered, 195,3(31.
NOTICE

Albuquerque Carriage Co

B.SCHWENTKER,

Mexico mnd
Mmnmtor tor M
N. T. Armljo Bldg

Valencia, none.
The desert land entries wen: San

Juan,

lcul-jon-

L

r.

.

EW MEXICO

nih

WITH EVERY VEHI-- .
CLE WE SELL.
Any part falling fey
means of defective
material or workman-- 1
h!p will be made good
without expense to the.
owner. Irrespective of)
tlm of tfinrpo TMa
to prices, you can t beat oura on the

In

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
, Tuesday, August 28, 1906

",":rr,..r:rrT"L
h.iii,

Guarantee

I

General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

--

This Strong?

)

tfter due consideration

utlicy-holdcr- s

.,

1

fi, 190(5

.

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy

SUA

June

AngCies. Cal.,

Pacific Mutual Life Insuranrev ompany, Los Angeles, California.
i recently feeived your letter advising me cf the
Gentlemen:
maturity of my policy No. 1420. dated June 1. mti. twenty payment
life, for So.OUit, offering me ott of the following opton In settlement:
first Total cash surreniler'alue I41tio.uo (being K67.O0 more than
paid In premiums, besides twniy years of Insurance free, which upon
a
term basl. would have cost $lo25.F.5L
"Second insurance, fully pn. f r life. $5,iumi and a dividend In cash
(being 47. i per n! of the total premiums paidi.
of $1.4j.
"ThlrdT Insurance fully paid f r life. , LX44.0O.
Fourth Cash anntiRl Inooniofor life, St.3.00. (lielng 10. 4 per cent of
premiums paid; besides Insulin c for twenty years free, valued at

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Clgara and Tobacco, ni
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Wat
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

0004aK0
KK00oa0

TO BELEN,I N. M.

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-oof Santa Fe Railway

I

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

r

U
1

THE IXJTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CI.ASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsitc

'

KooooooososBc.eo
K00oSKKCoaos

ore-thir-

tllIW

"IW

..n

The Belen Town and

OUR PRICES OF LOTS
ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE

Im-

ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.

y::ai!, WITH
YOU

JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

8

PER

S

MAY REMAIN

ON

v

SECURITY FOR ONE

cent interest thereon.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST IX)TS,

0COKOaKaKO K0

Wt,l. BERGER, Sec'y.

00--

.

.arim

T

TTt

eta

--

1

Railway Center

.

ff

I

ii

Vil
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LOCAL. AND

Sale

Mid-Summ- er

OR
OR
OR
OR

$1.50

at

$1.20

1.75

t

1.40
1.75
1.55
1.95

2.25 at
'2.00 at
2.50 at
3.00 at
3.50 at

TAN
TAN
TAN
TAN

1.50

2.00
3.00
3.50
4.00

at
at
at
at
at

family.
An eiitin new program of pictures
and music has been put on at the penny parlor.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Houston returned last night from a visit to relatives
Mrs. Harriet

1.10
1.55

2.25
2.65
3.15

Wnen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sore to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER

I

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
PLACED IN VHB VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOitK FROM OUT
US.
WAlf.
OF TOWN, we PAY EXPRESS CHARGES

The

Hickox-Mayoar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

Jewelers

SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

HARDWARE

HARDWARE

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

HARDWARE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

.J JLIlll

1 1

Tiger Soft and Stiff Hats
IN A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES, COLORS AND SHAPES.

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Dlaaxnds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, SllTerware.
yonr trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

CO.

ON DISPLAY AND SALE

GIT YOUR PICNIC GOODS FROM
US. WE HAVE CALF'S TONGUE.
AND
VEAL
BEB7 A LA MODE.
GRBEN PEAS, BRAIZED BEEF A LA
JARDINIERE,
BEEF BURGUNDY
8TVLE, POTTED CHIX, DEVILED
CHK. PUREE DE KOIES GRAS,
TRUFFLES AND A LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF IMPORTED
THE GOOD LUCK STORE,
J. W ANDERSON 4. CO.

THE NEW FALL 1906

SAR-DINt-

in single and double soles, vici, calf, velouf, and patent vici leathers, lace and
button stylet. The essential feature of a Hanan Shoe is that it is made to fit
the foot. Back of this is the carefully selected leather and the particular
which makes that perfect fit last as long as the shoe.
work-manshi-

e"

e

DUCKS.

YOJNG SPRING
YOJNG HENS.

BR9ILERS,
TUrKEY.
SWtETBREADS,
BEEF FILLET,
Try our Home Made Cooked
Corned Beef, Eeef Tongues and
Chili Sausage.
There Is nothing
better.

Vici Kid Hanan $5.50, Patent Vici $6.50
Simon Stern the Railroad Avenue Clothier

0
BAKF!
IT'S TOO
IN
SOMETHING
OUR,
LINE. PIES, CAKES,
WANT,
YOU
BREAD, ANYTHING
THE
AND THE BEST MADE.
MONARCH GROCERY CO.
HOT

DON'T
ORDER
HOME-MAD-

CENTRAL STATION FOR GOOD DRESSERS

E

SPECIAL SALE
Thursday. Friday, Saturday, at the
Cash Buyers' Union, 122 North
Second Street.
2 pkgs. Force
25c
20c
Postum Cereal, pkg
15c
Cream of Wheat
25c
Barrel of fresh ginger snaps
25c
3 lbs. fresh Soda Crackers
50c
Package Coffee, 3 for
2 Colton
23c
Tomatoes
25c
35c Mocha and Java Coffee
50c
75c best Tea
40c
60c best Tea
Biggest shoe bargains In this city.
Outing flannel 6c the yard. Fifteen
per cent off boys suits. Small lot of
sample shirt waists at half price. All
goods delivered.
WM. DOLDE, Prop.

r

old-fashion-

take

KRACK
no other.

A NEW SHOW "EVERY

115 NORTH

WEEK.

penny.

FIRST STREET
COLORADO PHONE 74

AUTOMATIC PHONE 840

Shelf Hardware

Carpenter Tools
Enamelware
Agricultural Implements
MOWERS AND RAKES
Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

4K3000000C00G000000

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

H3,,
x

it 5, U7

401, 403 NorthlFirst Street

Sotrtfi First Sireet

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

company
Mcintosh
hardware
J.
Successors to
POST

E.

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
ROUGH DRY.
We do it right.
Imperial laundry Co.

ocooocooocoo

See Display

at the

in

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijerua

choice line of Imported doods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of chulce gro
ceries.

$1

A

Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriving. Better see it.

EH3

E. L. WASHBURN CO. IH

22

LOMMORI

MATTEUCCI.

&

TICKETS

R.R.

and you get the best

WATERMELONS

NATIVE
FINE
AT MALOY'S.

.IUKT RKCK1VED

We simply give you plain facts.

1

CREAM

Manager Davis, of the Penny Par
lor, 216 Vi South Second street, an
nounces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday niordlng. A whole show for a

full-pag-

SZ8

ruv

Ak for JAFFA'S

Our business is run on modern lines.
e
No
hot air.

p,

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

BREAD and

One cannot believe all that's in the papers,
but you're safe to believe all you read over our
signature.

NINETEEN OUCHT SIX

FALL SEASON

There will be a meeting of Harmony
Idge, No. 1, Odd Fellows, tonight in
their lodge rooms at 8 o'clock, at
which time there will be initiation of
candidates. All Odd Fellows are requested to be In attendance.
There will be a regular meeting of
Adah Chapter, No. 5, Order of the
Eastern Staf this evening at 8 o'clock.
inVisiting niemuefs are cordially
vited. By order of the worthy matron. Laura Fluke, secretary.
HAVE YOU TRIED OUR AUREO
Captain J. G. Clancey, one of the COFFEE? IF IT IS NOT THE BEST
tev.tpn.
oM Rpttlera of New
uc un i
n.l r.ne caccec im rue
TRY IT
of the most prominent sheepmen in REFUND YOUR MONEY.
THE NAME
FORGET
the territory, is at the point of death DON'T
near
AUREO, AT THE GOOD LUCK
at his ranch at Puerto de Luna,
Santa Rosa. He is not. expected to STORE, J. W. ANDERSON & CO.
live.
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
E. R. Ferguson, district manager for
loan you a folding pocket kodak.
the Mutual Life Insurance company, will
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
FerMr.
night.
north
last
for
left
the
n
,
guson Is on one of nis periodical trips
FRUIT!
over his oistrict, which includes New
WE WILL HAVE A FULL LINE
Mexico, western Texas and eastern OF FANCY FRUIT FRESH TOMOR
Arizona.
MORNING.
FINE LARGE
ROW
Cony T. Brown of Socorro is spend- PEACHES, PEARS, PLUMS. APing the day in the city. Tonight Mr. PLES, ETC., NATIVE WATERMELBrown leaves on a business trip to ONS AND CANTALOUPES GUARColorado points. He says that min- ANTEED RIPE. ALSO NEW NA
SWEET POTATOES. GET
ing In Socorro county is as lively as TIVE
ever, the mines of the Magdalena YOUR ORDER IN EARLY BEFORE
THE BEST IS GONE.
district shipping; ore daily.
A. J. MALOY.
W. H. Clark of Hotl Clark of
Ariz., Is spending the day in
WHY
PLANT THE SEED VAR
the cHy. Mr. Clark was among the IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
the
numerous Arizona Elks to attend
APPLE" ORCHARD
big conventign at Denver In July, and "SEEDLESS
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COST?
is just getting home from what he 124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
my
life."
terms "the best time of
Thomas Hall arrived last night from
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
the west, Albuquerque being the east
2ilc
Creamery
butter
em terminus of his periodical piano
18c
tuning trips. Hp w... spend several l'Stum Cereal2r.c
days here, dividing his time between 3 bottles of pickles
bars high grade laundry soap. . 25c
the practice of his profession and vis
15c
iting his relatives
and numerous Raspberries, pr can
25c
cans of sardines
frleud8.
1 pkg cf Force and 1 pkg of Shred
J. Van Houten, president of the St.
25c
ded Wheat Biscuit
&
Pacific Macaroni,
Louis, Rocky Mountain
'. 08c
per pkg
railroad, building In Colfax county, Peart barley, per pkg
Otic
was a passenger through the city this California tomatoes, per can
lie
morning, returning to his home at Star tobacco, per lb
45c
Raton, from a business trip to El Pork and beans, per can
10c
Paso. Mr. Van Houten's company is
We sell school books.
operating large coke and coal Industries In the northern part of the terTHE MAZE.
ritory.
Wm.i KIEKE, Proprietor.
Attend our closing out sale of low ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
shoes and save money. We want to
118 West Gold Avenue.
dispose of them during tne next few
Enter the competitive high score
days and have reduced their prices contest. rrlzes awarued August 20
accordingly. A good assortment of to highest rollers.
styles and sizes still on hand to suit
and fit you. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
SWEET POTATOES THE FIRST
West Railroad avenue.
OF THE SEASON AT MALOY'S.

A Plain Talk With You

THE BEST

HAT MANUFACTURED AT THE PRICE

Hol-broo- k,

T1NNIN3

'VFRITT

querque's city treasurer, has returned
to the city from a pleasant visit to
southern California resorts.
Regular meeting of John A. lxgan
Circle No. 1, ladles of the O. A. K.,
tomorrow (Saturday) night at 7:30
o'clock, at 1. O. O. F. hall.
M. A. Digneo of 310 East Grand av
enue, is laid up with a severe attack
of rheumatism.
It will be some time
before he is able to be around.
H. Chaves of Old Albuquerque left
last night on a pleasure trip to California, accompanied by his wife. Mr.
Chaves is a night watchman tit the
local Santa Fe shops.
J. O. Miller, athletic Instructor at
the Agricultural college at Mesllla
Park, was In the city between trains
last night, en route home from a vacation spent in Colorado.
The finishing touches art" bting put
on the new girls' dormitory at the uni
versity. The faculty are now sure of
having it completed and furnished
ready for occupancy by the opening of

THE NEW FALL 19O0

"Good Things to Eat."

--

Fourth and Railroad Aveiuse

ALBUQUERQUE

THE JAFFA GROCERY

The Mlstes lola and Viola Bennett
of Chautauqua, Kas., are visiting their
aunt and cousin, Mrs. Ed Johnson
and Mrs. Hugh Allison.
Mrs. Henry Rogers, wife of Albu

school.

try

one

Is repreG. A. R. at

Wlnsron

Minneapolis.
The Misses Pieknrd returned home
this morning from a pleasant visit to
southern California beaches.
of the Morning
F. T. Strother
Journal, returned last night from a
liusinepg trip to Kansas City.
W. S. Fullerton ot Socorro arrived
In the city last night from a visit to
his parents at San Diego, allf.
A. M. I'lotner of 405 South Broadway left last night lor Ohio, to be
absent from the city several weeks.
Chas. Hunt, the El Paso stock commission merchant, passed through the
city this morning, en route to

2.35
2.65

118 and 120 Seuth 8econd

U.

sents gthe l.adlen of the

NINETEEN OUGHT SIX

S,

In Michigan.

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

No,

returned from

in Colorado.
Attorney V. II. Childera Is up on
the Rio Tenm for a short visit to his

of Men's, Women's and Children's Low Shoes. There
is still a good deal of hot weather ahead of us and it
will pay you to invest in a pair of our stylish low shoes,
especially at the low prices we are offering them for.
WOMEN'8 CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS, BLACK
MEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS
MEN'S KID OR CALF OXFORDS

np

17. 1906.

ON DISPLAY AND SALE

LEMON MAR RANGE PIE '
BANANA SHORT CAKE
PEACH SHORT CAKE
NUT CAKES
DATE CAKES
CHOCOLATE CAKE
COCOANUT CAKE
ANGEL FOOD CAKE
GERMAN CINNAMON CAKE
GERMAN CINNAMON ROLLS
APPLE CAKfc
COFFEE CAKE
A FULL ASSORTMENT OF
:OOKIES. DOUGHNUTS,
ETC.
OUR CAKES ARE AS GOOD
iS CAN BE. ORDER ONE FOR
SUNDAY.
DON'T BOTHER TO
IAKE, THIS HOT WEATHER.

Generally fair tonight and Saturday.

FRIDAY, AUGUST

FALL SEASON

Bakery Department.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

.Mrs. Felix Haca
a visit to rel.Mivfs

I

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

PERSONAL

l

CITIZEN.

EVENING

AND

FOUGHT. SOLI
EXCHANGED

A$ioeltlon Offlo
Trantmotlon
Guarantied
8 W. R.R. Aw.
ROSENFIEIL'S,
1

1

CoBvaxtmant

I

OurWindow

y

jj

ootrcoooocooo
21 S West Rallroao Avenue

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

Illil'lii!li'i-1- I
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